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In June 1754, Anthony Henday of the Hudson's Bay Company left York Fort on an 

expedition which became the prototype for a new Company poiicy. For the next forty 

yean, the Company battled its French and Canadian cornpetitors by sending servants 

inland to winter with potential native customers and encourage them to trade at the Bay. 

Unfominately, modem understanding of this penod of fur trade history has been maned 

by a misunderstanding of the fint of these York inlanders. Mer lingering a cenhiry and a 

halfin obscurity, Anthony Henday has been recognited yet consistently misinterpreted by 

scholars of the twentieth century. 

The chief obstacle to understanding Anthony Henday is a problem of too many 

texts authored by his associates, compounded by the absence of his own original joumal. 

His expenences and accomplishments on his inland jowney cannot be understood until the 

inconsistencies and contradictions among the four surviving versions of his journal are 

sorted out and explained. These journds are best labelled as 'versions' and not 'copies', 

since no one journal is an exact copy of another. 

Our understanding of Henday has been fùrther hampered by the fact that most 

scholars prior to the 1960s were unaware of the existence of al1 four versions. Henday's 

oniy editor, Lawrence J. Burpee, knew about oniy one of the versions, and was therefore 

unaware of the documentary problems surrounding it. Most subsequent scholars have not 

closely re-mamined the primary documents of the period. The results have been self- 

perpetuating misunderstandings of Henday's experiences and his context, characterized 

prirnariiy by sirnplistic and unsatisfactory explanations for the myriad texnial difficulties 

presented. 

Henday's field notes1 have not survived. The earliest surviving version of his 

journal is a fair copy made by his superior, Govemor James Isham, and sent to London as 

part of the York packet for 1755. The three other versions all  appear in various volumes 

of Andrew Graham's Observatim on HucLm 3 Bay. now residing in the Hudson's Bay 

1 In anthropological tams, field nota are, quite simply, notes made in the field: on the spot rccordings 
of a peson's experiences and reactions to those aqeriencts, without the benefit of sober second Lhought or 
contemplation 



Company Archives (FYoWicial Archives of Manitoba) in Winnipeg. The volumes HBCA 

E. 2 4  (1768-69), E. 2/6 (1 767-69), and E. Y1 1 (c. 1780-9 1) all contain versions of the 

journal which contradict the earliest version and each other. For simplicity, Glyndwr 

Wiliiarns labelled these manuscripts in the order listed above as A, B, C, and D, following 

theu approximate chronological order of composition.' For the sake of continuity, this - s2fi.e tenns. study uses thos, 

This study re-examines d l  four journal versions on their own rnerits, with an eye to 

disceming their textual origins and interrelationships. It then re-assesses Henday's journey 

and its results, and ultimately Henday himself'. It combines an historical approach with a 

textual emphasis, for it is the texts more than the history which are the source of the 

problem. The primary goal is to rediscover Henday's voice, if possible, disentangling it 

from the voice(s) of his editor(s). Complete success may be unattainable given the gaps in 

the evidence, but even partial success should help to unravel some of the mysteries 

surrounding Henday. 

Such an approach will necessitate passing over some other questions of hiaoricai 

interest, such as Henday's exact geographicd route, and whether he saw the Rocky 

Mountains. The identity of the "Earchithinue" he was sent to find is another conundnim. 

'~lyndwr Wiams, "The Punie of Anthony Henday's Journal, 1754-55" The Beaver (Wiiter 1978). 
4 1. In a leüer to Clinord P. W i n ,  HBC Archivist Alice M. Johnson recounted the story of a London schoolgirl 
M i n g  a copy of Philip T&s 1778-79 jomal amongst her pdfa the i s  books. Johnson wrote, "You see why 
1 stilI have hope for Henday." (EBCA RG 20/4/107, Johnson to Wilson, 25 fune 1954)- 



These people could have been the BlacWoot (Skika),' B l ~ o d , ~  or Gros Ventre (Atsina)): 

there is even a possibility they may have been a group from outside the BlacHoot 

Confederacy.' Such issues, however, are outside the scope of this study. 

Within this st~~dy, certain editoriai procedures have been followed regarding 

quotations h m  Henday's joumds and contempo- documents. To avoid the constant 

use of sic, extreme care has been taken to ensure that the eighteenth century word and 

sentence structures have been rnaintained: pecuiiarities of s p e h g  and grammar, therefore, 

may be safely assumed to be accurate and authentic. The use of superscripts in 

abbreviations, however, has been abandoned in the interest of a less cluttered page. The 

motivation behind these editonal procedures has been to produce a readable document 

without comprornising the integrity of the historical texts any more than is absolutely 

necessary . 

This study owes a great deal to numerous scholars. Glyndwr Williams' work on 

Henday and Graham was very valuable to my discussion of Graham's role in the later 

versions of the journal, and on a persona1 level his encouragement was much appreciated. 

Germaine Warkentids advice in the realm of texnial scholarship has been crucial in 

helping me deal with the sometimes ovenwhefmhg documentary problems. Ian 

MacLaren's work on Paul Kane and Samuel H e m  has helped guide my approach to 

 amce ce 3. Burpee, "York Facto~y to the Blackfat Country: The humal of hthony Hendry, 1754-5" 
Proceedings c d  Tmaaonï  of the Royal Sociely of Cana& 3rd series, vol. 1 (1 907) section II: 307-64; Harold 
Adams Irrnis, The Fur Trade in Canada rcvised ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1956). 139; Peter C. 
Newman, C o m p q  ofAdventmm (Makhan: Viking, 1985), 244; GennaiDe Warkentin, Cunadian Exploration 
Literonrre: An Anthology (Toronto: M o r d  University Rcss, 19931, 67; Glyndwr Williams, "The hinle of 
Anhony Henday's foumal, 1754-5" The Bemr (Wmter 1978). 45. 
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Henday. h n e  Morton of the HBCA has been a valuable person with whom to d: l ~ c ~ ~ ~  

Henday's life and tirnes. P i y ,  Jennifer S.H. Brown has been an absolute gem in so 

many ways: moral support, academic orientation, editorial comment, constmctive 

criticism, and seemingly endless patience. Without her, this study would probably never 

have gotten off the proverbial drawing board. There are, of course, many other 
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CHAPTER 1 
HISTORIOGRAPHY AND HAGIOGRAPHY 

OF ANTHONY EIENDAY 

Scholars have only become aware of the Hudson's Bay Company inland traveller 

Anthony Henday within the last one hundred years. In 1886, George Bryce made no 

mention of Henday in his article, 'Bief Outlines of the most famous Journeys in and about 

Rupert's Land."' Even historians such as Alexander Begg and Beckles Wilson, who were 

given the rare privilege of penising the Hudson's Bay Company's records2, either did not 

notice Henday, or thought him of little importance. Begg, for example, dated English 

penetration of the interior to Thomas Curry's 1767 expedition.' When Henday did corne 

to scholarly attention in the first decade of this century, he was at £kt quite prorninent in 

fur trade histories. This prominence waned in the 1930s, but interest rekindled in the 

1950s as the bicentennial ofhis inland journey approached. Each generation of scholan 

saw and studied Henday within a dserent context, and thus perceptions of Henday have 

changed through a centuy of Henday scholarship. 

The Fint Generation: Henday as Explorer (1885-1930) 

The study of Anthony Henday began within the context of the hiaory of Canadian 

'George Bqm, "Brief Outlines of the moa fmous Journeys m and about Rupert's Land," 
,Proceedings a d  Ttmactions of the Royal Society ofCanada for the year 1886, vol. N (Montreal: Dawson 
Brothers, 1 887), 9 1-1 04. 

2 ~ . ~ .  Ingrams of the HBC Archives Department, in a leîter to a Mt. Bmoks of Souîh Croydon, stated 
that Miller Chnsty, Agns Laut, Aimder Begg, and Beckles Wilson werc ail givai "free access" to the 
Company's records during his îime with the Company, aithough hc did mention that Begg had focussed his 
resean:h on British Columbia and Oregon: Hudson's Bay Company Archives (HBCA) RG 20/2/153, Archives 
Dept PoIicy: Access to Archives Prior to 1937; Ingrams to Brooks, 17 Febniary 1925. 

3 Alexauder Begg, H i s t a ~  ofrhe North-West (Toronto: Hunter, Rose, & Co., 1894), 1 : 86. 
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exploration. Once rediscovered by Miller Christy, Henday would figure prominently in the 

works of Lawrence Burpee and Agnes Laut. For them, Henday's importance lay in his 

physical joumey, fiorn Hudson Bay to the Rockies and back in one year; geography 

received much more attention than the social and econornic aspects of his journal. During 

th~s period, &r trade schoiars attempting to emphasize nation-building, economics, or 

native lifestyle made little or no mention of Henday.' Burpee and Laut, however, saw the 

importance of the fur vade as simple exploration: the expansion of the fiontiers of 

geographicai knowledge without regard to national or personal agendas. For them, 

Henday's experiences as the first Englishman alleged to see the Rocky Mountains fit that 

mould perfectly. 

The story begins with the naturalist and hiaonan Roben Miller Chnsty, whose 

history of the Company was never p~blished.~ Christy's research in the HBC records is 

dBicuIt to trace, but he apparently came across Henday in 1894, while looking through 

Graham's O b s e r ~ ~ o m . ~  Around this tirne, Chnsty transcribed the joumais of Anthony 

Henday and Matthew Cocking fkom the final volume of the Observations (thus Henday 

'outside of the works of Burpee and Laut, Henday was mcntoned only in Harold h s .  The Fur 
Trode in Canada: An Introduction to Canadian Economic History, revised di ion  (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1956). frm published in 1929. Innis rrfarrd to Henday's obsavations on the French trade 
(97) and on the Earchithinue's objections to visiting the Bay (1 39). 

'The handmîntri manuscfipt is in the Provincial Archivs of Manitoba. Miller Christy, The Larr 
Great Monopoly: A Htrrory of the Hudson's Bay Company, Fmm irs Establkhment in the Year 1670 to the 
Present Time ... , PAM MG9 A75-1, Box 1 . 

'christy "probably saw" tm volumes of the Obserwiionr (Le. HBCA E. U4- 13): HBCA RG 
20LY153, Archives Dept Poticy - Access to Archives Prim to 1937, Shirlee A. Smith to P.R Anstruher, 8 
March 1974. Christy had previously d t e d  the Company's records on at least one occasion, in JuIy 1885: 
see HBCA Search File - Miller Christy. 



journal D), and in 1895 deposited thern in the Public Archives of Canada.' 

Journal D rem& the only version in ~ r i n t . ~  Lawrence i. Burpee edited Christy's 

transcription and presented it to the Royal Society of Canada in 1907, under the title, 

"York Factory to the Blacldeet Country: The Jomal  of Anthony Hendry, 1754-5."' One 

peculiarity is Burpee's speiiing of the name as Hendry rather than Henday. In a footnote, 

Burpee explained, "Miss Agnes C. Laut says ... that the Minutes of the Hudson's Bay 

Company at Hudson's Bay House ail spell the name 'Hendry'. Probably the latter is the 

correct form."' In fact, the London Minute Books and the Servants Ledger spell the name 

Henday. James Isharn and Humphrey Marten, who knew Henday quite well, referred to 

him as Hendey and Henday respectively. More significantly, the name is spelIed Henday in 

al1 but one of the surviving exarnples of the netmaker's signature. Laut mua have misread 

some copies of York Factory correspondence, which occasionally speii the narne ~ e n d y . '  

kliaord Wilson staied that Dominion Archivist W. Kayc Lamb told him that the transaipt of 
Henday 's journal in the PAC has a note on it sayhg it had been made in 1 8% by Chnsty and had bem 
deposited in the Archives at the same time as Christy's tmwxiption of Cocking's journal, and that that was "aU 
they have on it." Wilson to Alice M. Johrwn, 29 Imuary 1954. HBCA Search File - Anthony Hcnday. The 
sknilar documentary histories of Haiday and Cmking's journais are interesting It is to be hoped that this study 
of Wenday may aiso add to the study of Manhew Cocking. 

'1n a Icner, HBCA Anhivist Alice M. Johnson rcfared to a planned Henday aanscript (Johnson to 
C .P. Wilson, 1 5 March 1 960, HBCA RG 201411 07, Archives Dept Rcscarch Carrespondence, 1 93 0-88: Hen- 
Hin), but an undated marginal note indicated that this was abandoned in 196 1. Whether this transcription was 
intended for publication, or evai wbich version of the joumal was to be tramxibed, is unknown. 

h m c e  L Burpee, "York Factory to the Bladdeet Counûy: The Joumai of Anthony Hendry, 1754- 
5" Pmceedings und Tramactions of the Royal Society of Canada 3rd series. vol. 1 (1907) section II: 307-64. 
This was reprinted by Canadiana House of Toronto in 1 973. For Burpee's source, see B q ,  321 n and 
Wilson, 29. 

%itrpce, 321a He made a similsr statement m Lawrence J. Bi~pee, The S e m h  for the Warern Sro.- 
The Sto y of the Erpforation of Norih-western America, 2nd ed (Toronto: Musson Book Co., 1935). 1 14n 

'Ishn's s p h g  cm be seen throughout the York Factory joumals and c~rrespondence of the period; 
Marten's spellings can be scen in his Sevan River journals and correspondence for 1760-6 1, HBCA B. 
1 Henday COZlSiStently speiled his name Henday except in the York accomt books of l7WS3, where he 



Burpee's role as editor is easy to assess, simply because it was so minimal. In 

dealing with the text, he made few changes. Burpee condensed Graham's opening 

sentence into a proper title: 

p] 1 shall give the Journal of a Joumey to explore the Country inland, and 
to endeavour to encrease the Hudson's Bay Company's trade; Performed 
by a very able Young Man named Anthony Hendey Anno Domini 1754aS. 

[Burpee] JOURNAL OF A JOURNEY PERFORMED BY ANTHONY 
HENDRY, TO EXPLORE THE COUNTRY INLAND, AND TO 
ENDEAVOUR TO INCREASE THE HUDSON'S BAY COMf ANY'S 
TRADE, AD. 1754-1755.' 

Perhaps the only flaw in Burpee's presentation of the journal is his habit of piacing 

Graham's original footnotes within his own, thus removing Graham's cornrnents fiom the 

document of which they are an integral part.' 

In a few places, Burpee appears to have misread Graham's handwiting. On 14 

Oaober, Journal D recorded that the Archithinue "Kuig'' was seated on "a clean Buffalo 

skin." Burpee's transcription placed the "King" on "a clear (white) Buffalo skm," and 

added a footnote citing George Cath's North Americm I n d m  concerning the religious 

signiticance of an aibino buffdo skin.' 

Burpee's footnotes were generally informative and helpful but they focused on the 

spciied it "Heanday" (B. 23 9tcV43, fo. 9). For spellings as Henày, which may be m i d  Hendry, see the copy 
of Isham's instructions to Henday in Feb~ary 1754, HBCA A. 1 l/I 14, fo. 166. 

'HBCA E. 2/11, fo. 1 ; Burpee, 32 1. 

'sec, for example, the enûy for 6 Septanber 1754: HBCA E 211 1, fo. 1 Id; Burpee, 33 1. 

k. Zl 1, fo. 17d; Burpec, 337. A more mtertahhg example cames m the enüies for Iate December 
1754, where Burpec misread "Trap" as %p." The original document is fa ,  from ilIegible, and Burpee gave 
no footnote to explain what "hppkg" is supposeci to be. Paui Thistle made the same mistake, though his 
source was Journal B and not Bitrpet. S e  Paul Thistle, Indian-Eumpean Trade Refations in the Lower 
Saskatchewan Riwr Region to 1840 ( W i p e g :  University of Manitoba Press, l986), 22. 
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same issues as his introduction. Burpee was primarily interested in French expansion and 

Henday's exact geographical route. Henday as an individual was allowed one halfpage at 

the end of the introduction.' Since the original document itself received no attention, and 

neither did the issues of conte*, composition, and alternate versions, Burpee's edition is 

discussed here l q e l y  for the excess of authority granted to it by subsequent writers. 

Burpee's interest in this period was long-lived. In 1908, he edited Matthew 

Cocking's journal, as a "cornpanion document" to Henday's journal.* That same year, he 

published The Semchjor the Western Sea: The Story of the ErpZoration of North-western 

Arnerica, in which he referred to Henday as a "young officer" of the Company.' Burpee's 

discussion of Henday in this work differed little fiom the discussion of the previous year. 

One notewonhy poim is Burpee's dismissal of Henday's and Graham's estimates of 

distances: both men, he claimed, were "equaily unreliable" in this respect.' 

At some t h e  between 1908 and 1935, Burpee became aware of one other version 

of Henday's journal. In the second edition of m e  Search for the Western Sea, Burpee 

added a footnote at the end of his discussion of Henday: "A more complete copy of 

Hendry's Joumal has been found in Hudson [sic] Bay House since the above chapter was 

'~awrence J. Burpee, "An Adventiacr h m  Hudson Bay Journal of Matthew Cocking, fimm York 
Factory to the Blacld' Country, 1772-73" Pmceedings and Transac~iom of the Royal Society of Canada, 
3rd series, vol. 2 (1908), section II: 89-12 1. 
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wrinen."' This was probably Journal 4 as a later book by Burpee quoted Journal A's 

account of Henday's first meeting with the French, citing it as "another copy of the same 

j~urnal."~ Burpee probably learned of this other version fiom AS. Morton, or perhaps 

Agnes Laut (dthough we have no evidence that she was aware of its existence). Burpee's 

familiarity with Journal A must be questioned, however, as he was apparentiy unaware of 

any confiias between the accounts in Joumals A and D. His discovery of the earlier 

version did not prompt him to change a word of what he had written on the abject. 

In the foreword to her 1908 work, The Conquest of the Great Northwesr, Agnes 

C. Laut proudly described her research in the Hudson's Bay Company Archives, then still 

closed to the public, and mentioned that she had "some thousands of pages of transcnpts" 

of unpublished matenal &om the Public Record Office in London.' She devoted an entire 

chapter to Henday, with the heading: 

1754-1755 
MARCH ACROSS THE CONTINENT BEGINS - THE COMPANY 
SENTIS A MAN TO THE BLACKFEET OF THE SOUTH 
SASKATCHEWAN - ANTHONY HENDRY IS THE FIRST 
ENGLISKMAN TO PENETRATE TO THE SASKATCHEWAN - THE 
FIRST ENGLISIfMAN TO WINTER WEST OF LAKE WINNIPEG- HE 
MEETS THE SIOUX AND TWE BLACKFEET AND INVITES THEM 
TO THE BAY' 

2~awrence J. Burpee, The Dhcoyery of Cmada (Toronto: M a d a n ,  1 944). 1 07. 

' ~ g n e s  C. Laut. The Conquest of the Great Narthwest, voLI (New York: The Outhg Publishing Co., 
19O8), xviii->ax See &XI F.C. Ingram to Bmks, 17 February 2 925, HBCA RG 20N153, Archives Dqt. 
Policy - Access to Archives Prim to 1937. 

b u t ,  334. 
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Laut classified "Hendry" under the colourful category of "flotsam and jetsam."' Much of 

her information on the man was inaccurate. She called him a "bookkeeper," and gave the 

impression that his 1754-55 joumey was on his own initiative, just as she later gave him 

credit for figuring out the Crees' middleman position in the trade.' She identified 

Henday's Cree cornpanions as Assiniboine, and translated the name of h s  guide, 

Anickasish, as "Lirtle Bear" rather than "Little Deer."' 

Laut's quotations fiom Henday's journal are confûsing because her editorial 

rewriting of entnes makes it diflicult to ascertain which version she was using4 Journal D 

seems to have been her source, judging fiom some of the narnes and numbers she quoted, 

and fkorn her sumrnary of Graham's biographical comment on Henday fiom that journal. 

However, she added an embellishment on Graham's nory, detailing the precise 

circumstances of Henday's final depamire fkom the service, which cannot be substantiated 

by anythuig in the HBC records.' 

Like Burpee in 1907, Laut apparently knew of ody one version of Henday's 

journal: Journal D. Unlike Burpee, she offered an explmation of why the Company did 

not act on what she believed it had been told in 1755. She blamed the Bayside factors for 

discrediting Henday. She accused them of "iittle-minded narrowness" and of objecting to 

'~aut., 334. She aiso mentioned "soft voiccd Englrsh youths âom the south cormiies, who had b a a  
outlawed fw smuggiing," (3 3 5)  which seems to have refmed to Henday. 

but,  336. 

'se, for example, Laut, 339-340. 
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being told what they did not know.' Their motive, she said, was a reluctance to undertake 

a campaign of inland settlement. "The factors on the Bay - Norton and Isham - were not 

brave enough men to undertake such a campaign. It was easier sitting snugly inside the 

forts with a multitude of slave Indians to wait on their least ~ a n t . " ~  This explanation, 

expressed in Werent ways (and usually without her disparaging and accusatory tone), 

would be used to explain the documentary problems of Henday's joumals for the rest of 

the century. 

In general, Laut's discussion of Henday is based on incomplete research into the 

relevant documents, not al1 of which may have been accessible at that time @rior to any 

attempt at cataloguing). Perhaps the greatest value of her work, dong with Burpee's, lies 

in bringing Henday out of the archives and into academic discourse. 

The Second Generation: Henday as Social Scientist (1930-present) 

The graduai easing of restrictions on study of the Company's records in the 1930s 

facilitated a major change in Henday scholarship. Christy's transcription was no longer 

needed, and the earlier versions of the journal were being discovered. Questions of 

authorship were being raised for the fist tirne, and a critical examination of Henday, his 

joumal(s), and his expenences, had truly begun. 

Moreover, the joumals were being mined for a greater variety of information. 

Although Henday was now reduced to a few pages in the big books of fur trade history, 

b u t ,  3 52. 

2La~t, 353. 
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such as AS. Morton's A History of the Canadiun West to 1870-71 (1939) and E.E. 

Rich's two-volume History of the Hudson 's Bay Company (1958-59), the scope of 

discussion was much broader than before. His observations on social Me and native 

culture were examine4 and Henday came to be viewed as a sort of amateur 

anthropologist and sociologist. This is not to Say that Henday the Explorer had been 

forgotten: the first great scholar of this generation, A.S. Morton, sought a cornplete 

understanding of Henday as an historical figure, including ascertainhg his actual route of 

travel. 

Douglas MacKay's 1936 general work, The Honourable Company, merits 

discussion only as a precursor to the later work of Morton. MacKay was probably the 

first writer on Henday to redire the ni11 magnitude of the documentary conundrums 

involved, and he clearly foundered in that stormy sea. Without providing documentation, 

MacKay quoted Journal A's account of the first meeting with the French, and then quoted 

D's account of the meeting with the Earchithinue. Discussing Henday's expenences with 

the French on the return trip, MacKay quoted entries from Journal 4 but then added, 

"Henday was obiiged to stand by whiie the Frenchmen debauched his Indians with brandy 

and took the choicest fûrs."' That situation, as will be seen, only presented itselfin the 

later versions. MacKay must have been aware of the contradictions among the various 

versions, as he appears to have read at least Joumals A and D, but he made no effort to 

ded with these contradictions. 

In 1939, Arthur Silver Morton published his epic contribution to fur trade 

1 Douglas MacKsy, The Honourable Comparry (New York: B a b b s - M d  Co., I936), 9 1-93. 
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scholarship, A Hislory of the C d m  West to 1870-71.' E s  discussion of Henday was 

based on research in the Company's archives during the surnmer and a u m  of 1933~,  and 

some of his notes are still extant in various HBCA Search Files. These notes provide 

vaiuable hsight into Morton's handling of the Henday ~ t o r y . ~  In some cases, Morton's 

notes show a better understanding of the issues at hand than the book. 

Morton was aware of three of the four versions of Henday's journal; he made no 

mention of Journal B. Journal A he descnbed in his book as an expurgated version, edited 

by the "decorous" James Isham so as not to offend the Cornmittee.' In his notes, Morton 

described Journal C as a copy made by Graham with "Henday's original before him." 

Journal D, Morton speculated, "rnust be of a version of Henday's Journal, made by lsham 

with Henday at his elbow."' Morton was apparently speculating on the existence of 

another stage in the generation of the later versions: an uncensored copy of Henday's 

original journal, contemporary with Journal 4 upon which at lest one of Graham's 

versions was based. However, Morton seemingly abandoned this line of thought, as his 

book made no mention of this speculation. 

in his notes, Morton wrote, &'For the purposes of history the three versions [of 

Henday's joumai] are necessary for what is shortened to the point of obscurity in one may 

'~rthuf S. Morton, A History of the Canadicm West to 1870-71, cd by Lewis G. Thomas (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1973). 

2 ~ e e  HBCA RG 20N132, Archives Dept Administrative Subject File: AS. Morton, 193 1-33. 

'~aluable though it is m many other respects, Lewis O. Thomas' 1973 edition of Morton's work adds 
Lale or nothing to Morton's treatrnnt of Henday. 

%CA Search File - Anthony Hmday, A S. Morton's notes, Augun 193 3. 



be perfectly clear in another."' In his book, Morton presented the later versions as the 

truthfbl ones, and dismissed A as edited by James Isham for the consumption of the 

London Govemor and Cornmittee. He argued that Isham stripped the official copy of the 

journal of dl references to Henday's 'bedfeilow", on the grounds that such relationships 

were strictiy forbidden. 

However, other discrepancies in descriptions are more difficult to explain. 

Regardhg Henday's return trip past Paskoyac and Fort la Corne, Morton had to admit, 

"The ways of censors are mysterious. At any rate, Isham judged it necessary not to pass 

on.. .in its entirety Henday's description" of what he saw at ~asquiea.' Inconsistencies 

such as this must be considered senous flaws in Morton's handling of the documentary 

problems. Unfortunately, despite these flaws, his evaluation has never been seriously 

challenged. 

E.E. Rich's monumental Hiszory ofthe Hudson's Bay Compmy suffered fiom 

sirnilar problems. Rich's logic was essentially the same as Morton's. 

menday's] interest in the Indians and their families, and their acceptance of 
him, was undoubtedly facilitated by the fact that by this time [about 
December] he had settled down with what he described as his 'bed-fellow' 
fiom among the Indians with whom he was travelling. She performed al1 
the normal f indons of a squaw for him, and very greatly assisted his 
journey. But she does not appear in the oficial copy of Henday's Journal 
which Isham sent home, for the Chief Factor had personal reason to know 
the Cornmittee's views about CO-habitation with Indian women, and had 
only been confirmed in command at York in 175 1 on condition that he 
neither kept Indian women in the post himself nor permitted others to do 
so. Henday's 'bedfellow' therefore does not figure in the official copy of 

'HBC A Search Fie - Anthony Henday, AS. Morton's notes, August 193 3. 

2 ~ o r t o ~  244-46. 



Little of what Rich said about the 'bedfellow' cm be substantiated by any of the journals. 

She was mentioned but seldom, and only bnefly, giving a bit of idormation or advice and 

then disappearing into silence again. 

On the documentary problems surrounding Henday, Rich was practicdy 

He was able to speak French, but the Committee had doubted his ability to 
mesure his joumey at all accurately, and he seems to have been such a 
man as was capable of doing and of feeling far more than he could commit 
to paper - so much so that the Committee confidently assumed that it was 
Isham who drafted his Journal. Even so, Henday's matter-o&fact narrative 
repays detailed study, for he was a shrewd observer and in his own cryptic 
way he got his thoughts on ~ a p e r . ~  

How Rich developed this sense of Henday's capabilities, or of his "cryptic" way of getting 

past his alleged censors, is not clear. Presumably, he did not acquire it fiom a "detailed 

study", because he does not appear to have made one. fis later work, The Fur Trade and 

the Northwest to 1857, advanced the d y s i s  no fûrther; he there simpiy clairned that the 

joumal "was severeiy edited because his [Henday's] method of travel was that of the 

woodm~ers", and thus a "bowdlerized" version (journal A) was produced by 1sham3 

In 195 5, CLifford Wdson, editor of The Beaver magazine, offered a valuable 

'EX. Rich, The Hirrory of the Hudson f Bay Company 167û-1870 (Landon: Hudson's Bay Record 
Society, 1958-9), 1 : 633. 

%.E. Rich, The Fur Tmde and the Nodnuest to 1857 (Toronto: McCleiiand & Stewaa 1967), 123. 
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summation of a half-century of Henday scholarship.' He identified three journais: those 

later labelled by Glyndwr Wiams as C, and D? Journal A was "a fair copy" made by 

Isham, ''toned down somewhat so that it would be fit to be read by them [the Govemor 

and C~mminee]."~ All three joumals, he said, were "heavily edited - as is evident from 

the fact that they constantly disagree with eacn oriier,"' but he did not discuss the editing 

of Joumals C and D. As with those before him, and with several &er him, the inteliectual 

understanding that none of the versions is fiee fiom editoriai intefierence seems to give 

way to a natural inclination to single out the 'right' version and to blarne someone for the 

'wrong' version. 

The Third Generation: Henday as Symbol(1954-present) 

The second generation of Henday scholars canies on up to the present day. 

Henday is seldom a focus of study, and historians writing a few pages in a larger work 

tend to rely on the work of previous writers. A few writers, however, have gone not 

deeper into the morass of documentary conundrums but deeper into the world of irnagery, 

'~lifford P. Wilson, "Acrou the Prairies Two Centuries Ago" Canadian Historicd Assuciatitm 
Annual Reporr, 1954-5: 28-35. Wilson alsa wmte Haiday's entry in the Dicrionaty of Canadian Biography 
in 1974, but inaoduced no new matcrial or insights in that article. See Dictionmy of Canadian Biograpky 
(Toronto: University of Toronto PÏess, 1974), 3: 285-7. 

'wilson, "Aeross the Prairies," 29. 

'~dson, "Across the Raines: 29. In an interview the pmrious year, Wiison made specinc rrf-ce 
to the absence of the Rocky Mountains in Journal k. "It is quite possibl e... that the orighd j o d  conttained 
some reniarks on the scenery and that Isham or somt other wrctched editor deIeted them as being too ~voIous 
to be read by the August govcrnar and cornmittee." ("Three Versions of Joumey: Confusing Jumble of 
Journal," Prince Albert HeraId, 4 June 1954, ciipping in HBCA Search File: Anthony Hendsy.) 

%ilson, "Aaoss the Prairies," 29. 



rnyth and symbolism. In a very real sense, this is not a generation of scholars, but rather a 

constantly recurring tangent, an ornnipresent f i g e  element, more concemed with Henday 

as a sort of icon than as an individuai. 

This is not meant to be a harsh criticism. Bruce G r e e ~ e l d  observe4 "nt seems 

impossible to make a discovery without a myth of aiscovery ro provide the context in 

which things can be recognized."' Without doubt, Henday accomplished a very 

impressive journey, and there is an inescapable sense of the heroic surrounding his 

experiences. For some, this becomes the focus of their approach, and perhaps nothing 

focused thern more than the bicentennial of Henday's great journey in 1954-55. Books 

were written, paintings comrnissioned, memorials erected. Although this sense of Henday 

as Hero has not encouraged a very scholarly approach, it is well worth examining. The 

study of Canadian history does not take place in a vacuum or on an island, and the popular 

as well as the academic interpretations are dl part of the ongoing and ever-expanding 

discourse on Our past. 

One example of the public recognition of Henday was the mernorial erected in 

1954 in Red Creek, Alberta. At the same time, the Shemtt Gordon nickel refinery in Fon 

Saskatchewan, Alberta was minting medaliions in three sizes bearing a portrayal of 

Henday's fist meeting with the Earchithinue "on the spot where the factory was built."' 

There is also Frankiin Arbuckle's 1950 HBC calendar painting, "Henday enters the 

'Elruce Chenfield, "The Idea of Discovery as a Source of Narrative Structure in Samuel Herne's 
Joumey to the Northern Ocem," Eorfy Amencan Litemture 2113 (Wiiter 1986/7), 190. 

'"~n IsIandefs Notes: Isle of Wighf Couniy Press, 25 Febntary 1967. HBCA Scarch File: Anthony 
Haiday . 



Blackfoot camp."' Arbuckle painted it fiom the point of view of one of the seated 

inhabitants of the camp and the result is that Henday is made the focus of attention: 

strides confidently (but not arrogantly) into the camp, followed by two Indians, 

presumably Attickasish and Comawapa. Though Henday is portrayed with an inquisitive 

but ordiiary face, the mood of the painting is quite different Eorn that of the journal 

entries. 

In the publishing world, Henday has found admirers arnong the great popular 

historians of western Canada. Grant MacEwan eulogized Henday as "a robust young 

Englishman who knew no fear."' "That one venturing single-handed into the far west had 

only a small chance of retuming, didn't seem to wony Henday?"' As so often happens 

with Canadian exploren, Henday was attributed with a power over his native guides and 

companions which the documents do not subaantiate. MacEwan consistently referred to 

"his in di an^,"^ jus as Burpee had interpreted Journal D's description of Attickasish - "my 

leader that had the charge of me" - as "his Indian guide?"' Peter C. Newman spoke of 

Henday in l e s  glowing terms, accepting Glyndwr Williams'argument that Henday was 

responsible for falsifjmg journal k6 For Newman, however, Henday remained a romantic 

'HBCA Calaidar Suies (1 95 1). See hntispiece. 

'~rarit Ma&wan, Ffy Mighy Men (Saskatoon: Western Prcxiucer Prairie Books, 1 975). 74. 
Apparently, MacEwan did not read Hcnday's conespondence: sa Appendk B. 

k a c ~ w a n ,  75. 

k a c ~ w a n ,  73-78. 

burpee, Sémh. 1 19. 

6Pem C. Newman, Contprmy ofAdvennrren (Markham. Ontario: Viking Penguin Inc., 1 SIS) ,  2441~ 



figure, an ambitious man stifled by the Cornmittee's complacency.' 

However, James G. MacCregor is the one writer who could truly be called 

Henday's hagiographer. His 1954 book, Behold the Shzning Mountaid was a roilicking 

portrayal of Henday's expenences, often unencumbered by histoncal fact. MacGregor 

was no stranger to histoncal inquiry: he had wllaborated to some extent with CMord 

W1lson3 and was aware of all four versions of the journal.' MacGregor blamed Isham for 

rewriting Journal A with the twin motives of attempting to hide Henday's liaison with a 

native woman and of freeing the joumal of the "clutter" of "unnecessary descriptions of 

scenery [i. e., the Rocky Mountains] ."' 

Despite clear evidence of senous research, including an extensive attempt to 

retrace Henday's route by car, large sections oEMacGregor's book are flawed by flights of 

l i te rq  fancy6 The experiences presented seem primarily to be those of Journal D, fleshed 

'~ewman, 242-246. Newman's discussion of Henday is marred by a clearly inamplete 
understandmg of Henday's journey and career. 

2~ames G. MacGregor, Behold the Shining Mounrnlm (Edmonton: Applied Art Products, 1954). 
MacGregor was primaily concemeci with the histoiy of Alberta, and so Henday made an appearance in many 
of his wod<s. See particularly BIankeu and Beadr: A Hiriory of the Saskatchewan River (Edmonton: Institute 
of Applied Art, 1949), 67-7 1 ; The Bade River Valley (Saskatoon: Westem M u c a  Prairie Books, 1 976)' 5- 
1 6; and A History of Albena. 2nd ed (Edmonton: Hurtig, 1 98 1 ), 25-30. MacGregor 's discussions of 
Henday's experiaices Vary linle h m  book to book Behold the Shining Mounrains represents his fuilest 
treatment of the subject 

3 ~ . P .  W i i  to Nice M. Johnson, 16 Septanber 1953, HBCA RG 20lZ107. 

4 LG. MacGregor to HBCA, 28 February 1953, HBCA RG 20/4/107. 'Ihis item of comspondence 
raises the q u d  of why Wilson, with whom MacGregor h d  appmtly  coiiaborated and certainIy 
wrrespmded, biew of ody three versions. Furthemore, MacGregor made no obvious reference to aay 
documentaxy pmblems in any of ùis writings on Henday. 

%bably the best example of MacGregor's litaary licence gcîhg the betkr of him is his disnision 
of Henday 's 'bedfeiiow ' (Behofd 50-5 1 ) .  
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out by MacGregor's speculation on Henday's thoughts and feelings. The overd 

impression left with the reader is that of a great explorer who accomplished a magnificent 

feat which happened tu meet none of the objectives for which he was sent inland. 

Particularly inuiguing is MacGregor's handling of Henday's relations with his 

Indian companions. The Hudson's Bay Company, MacGregor argued, was "great magic" 

and had great prestige arnong the natives. Henday, as the Company's representative, had 

to be treated with respect: "he was, in their estimation, a man of great mysticism and 

powefil medicine."' On the other hand, his inability to live off the land like an Indian 

must have pointed to his infenority. "The Indians with whom he travelled concluded ... that 

he was a Likable feliow, a respectfil pupil, and one quick to learn. With al1 these good 

quaiities they mua  have felt that in time he might even make a passable Indian."' 

The Fourth Ceneration: Henday as Test (1969-present) 

This generation of scholarship is a small one, as few historians have seriously 

examined the documentq problems of Henday's joumals. Indeed, few historians who 

have dealt with Henday have had much experience in documentary editing, and thus have 

not always grasped the difIiculties presented by these multiple texts. What sets this laten 

generation of Henday scholarship apart nom ali previous generations, however, is a new 

appreciation of the journais as four separate though interrelated documents. The 

dominant figure in this group has been Glyndwr Wiams, former General Editor of the 

1 MacGregor, Behold, 1 8. 

'~acGre~or, Bchold, 54. 



Hudson's Bay Record Society. 

At the Third North American Fur Trade Conference, Williams spoke on the 

"'puzzle" of Henday's journal, and later that year an expanded version of that lecture 

appeared in The Berner.' Finally, Henday was given more than just a few pages in a 

chapter on HBC inland exploration and expansion, and M y  the documentary problems 

which form a significant but overlooked part of his legacy were ewmined in the detailed 

study they had long deserved. Unfortunately, Williams' new direction d o m  an old path 

arrived at a familiar conclusion. 

Williams was the fira scholar to publicly recognUe that there are in fact four 

extant versions.' However, Williams' characterization of the different joumals was 

flawed. He focused on Henday's two encounters with the French and on his October 

meeting with the Earchithinue. Based on a cornparison of the four different journal 

accounts of each of these events, Williams classified B, C, and D together as a group in 

opposition to A. The dserences between the three later versions were overlooked in 

favour of the similarities. 

Perhaps Williams' greatest shortcoming was a tendency to overinterpret. For 

example, after quoting journal A's telling of Henday' s anival at Paskoyac in July 1754, 

Williams characterized Henday's tone as "unmistakably contemptuous" and "derisory", in 

con- to the entries in B, C, and D for that day (he cited C as "typicai"), where he 

' ~ l ~ d ~ f  Williams, "The Puzzie of Anthony Henday's Jotrmal. 1754-5" The Becrver(Wimter 1978). 
4 1 -56, 

'As mentional earlier, James G. MafGregor was apparrntly aware of four versions of the journal, but 
made no indication of such in his writings. 



claimed Henday "appears uncertain, even Wghtened, and needing reassurance Eom his 

Indian companion."' Journal A's description of the French post as a "Hogstye" is 

certainly contemptuous. However, the other versions c a q  no clear evidence of fear: 

Wiiliams is simply inferring uncertainty. When Henday told Attickasish of the French 

threats in C, the text may be read as simply hir relating an anecdote, and that was 

evidently the way in which Attickasish received it. 

Another instance is in Williams' description of Henday's fellow travellers in 

December 1754. 

One of the women was his companion, his 'bedfellow', who now begins to 
emerge as a personality in her own right, advising and informing a p d e d  
Henday about the complex nade system which involved the Cree, 
Assiniboine and Archithinue. For some time Henday's entries record his 
bewilderment and resentment that his Cree companions were not interested 
in trapping, even though for much of the winter they were in good beaver 
country.* 

In fact, trapping is only mentioned as an issue in any of the joumais on or around 23 

October and again in late December, and the envies refiect a curious tone rather than one 

of resentment.' The trading system described in the Merent versions was not particularly 

cornplex, and furthemore, the 'bedfeUow9 scarcely emerged as a "personality in her own 

right"; in B and C, she appeared oniy Nnce, and in D once as "an Indian" and once as "the 

?KI A, 4 IsharnIsbam' s note to the 23 ûctober enûy and Henday 's entry for 27 December (B. 239Jd40. 
fos. 194 24); in B, set enaies for 2 1,23 ûctober, 24-27 December, and 28 December-4 Jmuary (E. 24 ,  fos. 
48d-49.52); in C, see entry for 27 December (EL 216, fo. 27); in D, sec entries for 2 1'23 October, 26-27,28 
December (E. 211 1, fos. 20-204 27-27d); most of ttiese entries are brief, consishg of Henday's simple and 
direct question of why the indians do no< Ûap, and their response of e i k  silence or laughter. 



In emphasizing the diierences between A and the later joumals, W ~ a r n s  passed 

over the dflerences among the later journals thernselves. For instance, journais A and C 

agree on the events of 3 1 JuIy and 4 August, but m e r  âom B and D. Williams, while 

admitting that C does not agree with B and D, made no attempt to explain that2 

EmphasiPng the merences between journal A and the others, he saw differences arnong 

the three later versions as relatively insignificant. 

An apparently imperfect reading of other parts of the journals led to imperfect 

characterization of the dinerent versions. Wfiarns described the joumey in A as one in 

which 

Henday eut a brave figure as he passed the French posts on bis way inland, 
dominated the Cree band with whom he travelled, won solemn pledges 
ffom the Assiniboine and Blackfoot Indians encountered that they would 
corne back d o m  to Hudson Bay with their fùrs, and on the retum journey 
passed the French posts without any untoward occurrence. The expedition 
was not only a striking personal achievement; it held out glowing promise 
of commercial oppominities for the Hudson's Bay C~rnpany.~ 

Upon close snidy, this characterisation appears to be an exaggeration. Brave or not, 

Henday had Little reason to fear the French traders, as even the later joumals described 

them as few in number and living in a very humble abode indeed. Nowhere in journal A 

did Henday dominate his travelling companions. Certainly, he did impress them on several 

'sa the entries for 28 Dexxmber-4 January. and 15 May in joumal B (E. 24 ,  fos. 52.57); see also 
journal C, 27 Deamber, 2 February and IS May (E. U6, fos. 27,294 35d) and D. 28 December and 15 May 
(E. Zl 1, fos. 274  36). 

*On thuse days. Henday met and mioked with two separate p u p s  of Asmepoets: sa Wiams, 
44; also B. 239/a/40, fos. 7-7d; E. 2/4, fos. 38d-39; E. 2/6. fos. 14-14d; E. 2 1  1. fos. 6d-7. 



occasions, nich as on 18 August when he dressed a lame man's foot and on 26 September 

when he killed a "fine Large Moose" singlehandeci, but his disagreements with Shenap and 

Attickasish showed that he was by no means dominant.' As for the expedition being a 

"striking personal achievement", it was never painted as such in journal A 

W ~ a m s  also oversimplified in lumping B, C, and D together as essentially the 

The other three copies of the journal paint a completely dEerent picture - 
Henday passed the French posts in a mood of apprehension rather than 
bravado, and was allowed to proceed only because of the strength of his 
accompanying p u t y  of Cree Indians; the Assiniboine and Blackfoot refused 
to contemplate taking to canoes and making the arduous journey down to 
the Bay, a reluctance encouraged by Henday's Cree companions who were 
revealed as occupylng a dominant middleman position in the fur trade; and 
on the retum joumey the Indians fiom Henday's large fleet of canoes 
traded the most valuable of their fùrs at the French posts.* 

There is nothing in B, C, or D to prove or even strongly suggest that Henday only got past 

the French on his way inland because of his large group of companions, and if there were 

it would be odd, considering the "great influence" which the French were later described 

as h a h g  over the 1ndians3 Wdliams overgeneraiized when he said that the inland Indians 

refused to contemplate going to the Bay: in C, Henday's invitations received favourable 

responses fiom two dEerent groups of Asinepoets, "the French Leader (named 

Wapenessew)", and five canoes of 'Bloody Indians."' As for his Cree companions, the 

'B. 239fd40. fos. 9 4  144 154 3 1-3 1 d 

2Wiiams, "Puzzle." 48. 

%. 214, fo. 58; E. 216, fo. 37; E. 211 1. fos. 37638. 

4 See entries for 3 1 Suly, 4 AugW 2 and 6 Febniary, 7 March, and 17 May (E. Z6, fos. 14-1 4 4  29d- 
30,3 ld, 36). 



journals desaibed them as rniddemen, but not particularly dominant. 

The main value of Williams' study does not lie in these details, however, but rather 

in his attempt at explainhg the dzerences arnong the journals. Unfortunately, that 

atiempt was coloured by an excess of dichotomy; he overstated the case by declaring that 

either jouiiial A or the collecttve jourr.al B-C-D -.vas 2 "fogery."' & h g  ?bus invoked 

the likelihood of fraud or falsification, he fel in step with a century of scholarship and 

labeiled journal A as a misrepresentation of Henday's experiences. Where he differed 

£tom his predecessors was in blaming Henday himself, rather than Isham, for fdsifjmg 

journal A. 

Some of Williams' arguments are convincing, but not entirely so. Kis declaration 

of Henday's culpability was based on a process of elimination. Unable to accept either 

Isharn or Graham as having fdsified journal 4 Williams tumed to the only other possible 

suspect. He noted that Graham had descnied Henday as an ambitious man, not content 

with the humble position of netmaker, a charaaerization borne out by Henday's ongoing 

nniggies for higher salaries. Williams claimed that "there is no discredit to Henday" in 

this ambition,' but then went on to build his critique upon it. 

Recaihg Isham's words in his instructions (which Williams referred to as a letter) 

regarding potentiai rewards for services rendered, Wfiams observed that it was in 

Henday's own best interest to make his expedition a commercial success. Certainly the 

histoncal context in which Henday was operating was one of business rather than one of 
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experirnentd science, and he would not have been the only explorer to encounter a 

conflict between what he was expected to find and what was actuaily there. By Williams' 

argument, Henday in journal A responded to this contlia by abandonhg unassimüable 

fads in favour of the ideal account expected by his supenors.' 

It should be emphasized that Williams m d e  e siptcant sep forward by analyziing 

the documentary problems in their own right. His study has in many ways been the 

foundation of and stimulus to this one, and remains the most comprehensive examination 

published to date. If the opposing thesis presented here is to prove credible, it must both 

refbte and offer plausible alternatives to Wdfiams' arguments. 

In 1996 there was a new addition to the list of Henday scholars. Barbara Belyea 

has written two very interesting but as yet unpublished papers on Anthony Henday and the 

documentary problems surroundhg his e~periences.~ Belyea's background in English 

rather than history is apparent, and her approach is radical and revisionkt cornpared to 

what has corne before. Perhaps Belyea's most original contribution to the literanire is her 

assertion that twentieth-century hidonans are just as responsible (if not more so) for 

distorthg and misrepresenting Henday than any eighteenth-çentury fur trader. She 

accused Burpee, Morton and MacGregor of forcing the evidence to fit Henday's 

experiences into their imperialist agenda.' She chastised Williams for dismisshg journal A 

*~arbara Belyea, 'West to the Shiniag Mountains: Hmday Reconsidered" (paper subxnined to Tema 
Incogniîu. ad) HBCA PP 5458; Barbara &lyea, "Henciay's Journal: bistoncal &dence/ pmblmatic textl 
politid twl" (papa @va at University of Edinburgh., May 1996) HBCA PP 70 14. 

)Bclye~ "West," 2-3. 
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as a forgery, and thought it more likely that none of the extant versions is me.' Both 

papers are written with a nihiiistic sense of fbtility, laced with a poorly concealed p d g e  

against hiaorians.' Having said that, her paper, "West to the Shinhg Mountains: Henday 

Reconsidered," remains the best discussion of Henday's route and the diculties in 

reuacing it. However, its discussions of the documentary problems arq on ihs whole, 

inadequate. 

' ~ e l ~ e a ,  " W m n  1 0; Belyea, "Journal," 1 9. 

'sas for example, ' W e c  7. 12-1 3. 19,20; "Journal," 6,7,20. 



It is worthwhile at this point to provide a comprehensive biography of Anthony 

Henday to offer a context for analysis. It will be bnef, for Glyndwr Williams was correct 

in calling Henday "a curiousiy elusive figure."' However, our undersandhg of Henday's 

experiences would be incomplete without an understanding of the context in which they 

occurred. 

There seem to be more personal comments and testhonids than hard facts on 

Anthony Henday. His supenor officer, James Isham, spoke of him as "a Very SeMcable 

Man" and "a Hearty Mann2 Andrew Graham called hirn "a very able Young man," "a 

bold and good Servant," and "an able man, and in every respect well qualified" for inland 

travel.' The most extensive testimonial is a page-long commentary which Graham inserted 

in journal D, between the entnes for 3 1 October and 1 November 1754. It deserves to be 

quoted in full. 

N.B. This Anthony Hendey was bom in the Island of Wight and was in the 
Year 1748 Outiawed for Smuggllng, and in 1750 entered into the 
Company's SeMce, the Directors not knowing that he was under Sentence 
of Outiawry. This person whom 1 knew weU was Bold; Enterprizing and 
Voluntariiy offered his Service to go inland with the Natives, and explore 
the Country, and to endeavour to draw down the different tribes to the 
Factory. Before this time None of the Servants at the Factories had 

2 H B ~ ~  A 1 111 14, fo. 14 1. Isham to Governor and Commitiee, 2 1 May 1750; B. 23 9/aB7. fo. 27, 
York Factory journal, 26 June 1754. 

3The first comment is h m  the introduction to j o d  D, and the second comment is part of the 
aaompanying margina.Iia (E. 211 1, fo. 1); the third comment is h m  the introduction to journai B (E. 2/4, fo. 
35). 



venhired to Winter with the Natives: The Account of Horsemen being 
Inland was not credited: He Hendey was misrepresented by those in the 
Bay who were not acting a jus part to the Company, and He perceiving 
not likely to meet with promotion he had so deservedy merited quitted the 
Company's Service. Which made one of the Directors observe afterwards 
"That a valuable Servant ofientimes was not laiown until lest."' 

To this should be added a marginal note f b m  earlier in that journal, to the effect that in 

1762 Henday "was drove from the Company's SeMce by the Ships' Gentry because he 

would not buy Slops & Brandy fiorn them."' Agnes Laut appears to have manipulated 

this into an extraordiary embellishment. 

[the factors] objected to being told what they did not know. Hendry was 
'fiozen' out of the service. The occasion of his leaving was even more 
contemptible than the red cause. On one of his trading joumeys, he was 
offered very badly mked brandies, probably dmgged. Being a fairly good 
judge of brandies from his smuggling days, Hendry refused to take what 
Andrew Graham cals "such slops from such gentry." He quit the service 
in disgust3 

Neither this nory nor her direct quote are corroborated by evidence fiorn Graham or 

elsewhere in the Company's archives. 

Tracing Anthony Henday's Origins 

Questions abound concerning Henday's origins and early Me. His birthplace, at 

least, has been determined with reasonable certainty. The sumame, in a variety of 

spellings, remains a cornmon one on the Isle of Wight.' Parish baptismal records include 

'E. 211 1. fo. 216 

'"~n Islander's Notes," Isle of Wight Counry Press, 25 Febniary 1967; see also Frank E. Warren to 
HBCA, 24 October 1 970 (RG îO/4/lOï). 



only one individual who could have been the Anthony Henday of Hudson Bay: all others 

with that name (or variations of it) were too old or too young to have been our man. 

Anthony Henday, then, was baptised on 24 December 1725 in the village of 

Shonwell, about two miles inland fiom the southwea shore of the Isle of Wight.' He was 

the second son and third of eight children of Anthony and Mary ~ e n d y . " ~  ."2s parents 

received 116 per week Eom the parish pour relief fùnd, and finher supplemented their 

income by takhg in parish children and being paid for their upkeep.' 

These scraps of information tell us some interesting things about Henday's origins, 

but they do not speak volumes and should not be made to do so. References in the parish 

records to Henday's mother as "Goody," short for Goodwife, suggests that her husband 

was a husbandman or yeoman (Goodman). Henday's classification as a labourer, then, 

may have been more than just a Company designation. Below the level of the gentry, the 

tendency seems to have been to associate children with the status level below that of their 

father: therefore, the son of a husbandman would cd1 himself a labourer.' To conciude 

that Henday's father was a husbandman is not as great a leap of logic as it may seem. The 

term was an extremely cornmon description of men in pre-industrial England, as it 

'sa HBCA Comspcmdence File - Donaid Kennen Mr Kemeît is a descendant of one of Anthony's 
brothers and has done research into the family tree. 

'~ecause di suxviving examples of Anthony's signature speil the name with a final "-ay". that 
speiiing will be maintained. 

' ~ h e  c i r c ~ m ~ t ~ n c e s  of tbese childrm varied: in m e  cases. the motha bad dieQ for example, or the 
father had been eansported In 1 745, the Hendays received f4.10.0 h m  the parish for the u p k q  of Joseph 
Joiiif£'s child See HBCA Correspondence File - Donald Kennett 

*=ter Lasleg The Wdd We Have h s t :  f;rfher ex@mf, 3rd ed. (Cambridge: Methuen, 1 983). 38. 
39.44. 
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described what so many of them were engaged in: tending aaimals and tilling the soil.' 

The family's apparent poverty at the time was typical of many. Not all families 

receiving poor relief were pemanently below the level of subsistence. M e r ,  they 

expenenced some sort of poverty for varying periods o f  t h e .  Indeed, a good halfof the 

cititens of pre-industriai Engiand were judged by their contemporaries to be poor.' 

The extent of literacy in the eighteenth century is more diffimlt to assess, 

especially for a relatively mral area such as the Isle of Wight. Although Henday's journal 

style (if, indeed, we can be certain that any of the versions actualiy reflects his style) is 

ailted and laboured, it is more literate than rnight be expected of a labourer and netmaker. 

Peter Laslett, in his classic work of historical sociology, The World We Have Los, made 

the point that full literacy was at that tirne largely a trademark of the mling class, and that 

moa of pre-industrial Engiand was an oral society3 It appears, however, that somewhere 

between thrty and fort. per cent of labouring men in Henday's t h e  were able to sign 

their name, although the extent of their literacy variedm4 A perusal of the York Factory 

account books of 1754/55 provides an interesthg though not necessarily statisticaliy 

accurate yardstick. Where the men were obiiged to sign their names to verify the expenses 

to be deduaed from their eamlligs, only 1 1 of the 36 men signed their w n e s  with 

apparent ease. Twelve men signed their marks, while the rest of the signatures were 



cleariy unsteady: in some cases, the man was probably just unaccustomed to using a pen, 

while in others the name seems more traced than actuaily signed.' 

One apparentiy indisputable fact is that Henday was a great deal more literate than 

most of the Uiland travellers who followed him fiom York. Andrew Graham remarked, "1 

have ofien refiecred that the accounts given us by the men sent idand (Xnthony Hadey  

and William Tornison excepted) were incoherent and ~nintelligible."~ Henday was the 

only one of the York travellers who produced a map, though even Isham's fair copy of it 

fded to irnpress the C ~ d t t e e . ~  The joumals of Tomison and Matthew Cocking were 

preserved in Graham's Obsenxztiom, but most of the originals have not survived. Joseph 

Smith kept joumals on his expeditions with Joseph Waggoner, but they varied widely in 

their literary qudity. Samuel Hearne was the only other winterer of the penod who 

appears to have kept a journal. The reg, such as Isaac Ban, George Potts, John Taylor, 

and Henry Pressick, left no record. On the whole, Graham may not have been too harsh in 

calling them "ignorant poor labouring men of no abilities."' 

Henday's smuggling career raises the interesîing question of whether he spoke 

French. Jennifer S.H. Brown has mggested that his narne could be of French origin, and 

'B. 239td45, York Factory aaount book 1754155. 

'~ lpdwr Williams (ed), And- Graham f Obscrwrions on Hudson 's Buy 1767-91, wiih inw. by 
Richard Glover (Inndon: Hudson's Bay Record Society, l969), 29 1. 

%CM L Ruggles, A Country So Intetesting: The Hudron 's B q  Company and Two Centuries of 
Mapping, 1670-1870 ( M o d :  McGili-Quaa's University Ress, 1991). 38.242. For Isham's fair wpy, see 
Ruggles, 242 and HBCA A 1 111 14, fo. 197, Isbarn to Governor and Comminee, 4 August 1756. For the 
Cornmittee's comments, see A 6/9, fos. 33d-34, Govenim and Conmittee to Isham, 1 2 May 1 756. 

'wfiams, Graham. 262. in 1765, ihe Cornmittee suggested scnding the sailor James Spence inland, 
in the hopa that he might kccp a journal which would provide some d idonmûop but there is no evidence 
that Spence ever did go inland: Rich, Hi3tor-y. 2: 16. 
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has pointed out that there is a town cailed Hendaye on France's Biscay coast.' 

Presumably Henday's smugghg activities involved France at least partiaily, ifnot 

exclusively. Indeed, Henday told the Frenchman he met in 1754, "1 knew &ce as well as 

he did, and was not &aid to go their more than hunself."* In a letter to James Isham, 

written a few days before that encounter, Henday said, "1 don? doubt but they [the 

French] will be very Inquisitive ... I shal Say nothing at al1 to them (iithey cannot talk 

English) and then 1 will give them a C i d  lye."' The implication here is that he could 

speak French Xhe wanted to, but in the circumstances he did not.' 

Reconstructing Henday9s Fur Trade Career 

Henday made his firn appearance in the Company's records on 24 April 1750, 

when the Minute Book of the London Cornmittee mentioned him as having been engaged 

as a labourer at ten pounds per annum, with a ten pound gratuity at the expiration of his 

five-year contract "in Consideration of his beuig a Net Maker."' Accordingly, Henday 

was advanced the sum of £2.2.0 in cash and given 16 shillings "for [his] Beds & to Drink 

[the Cornminee's heaith]." Soon he was on his way to York Factoy6 

2 ~ .  239ld40, fo. 6. tmûy for 22 M y  1754. 

1 11 1 14, fo. 1 804 Henday to Isham, 9 July 1 7 54. 

'Linguist David Pentland (pasonal communication) has mggesteci that Henday may have converseci 
with the French in Cree - the hgua h c a  of the fitr trade. 

'A 1/38, p. 193, London Minute Book, 24 April 1750; see also A 618, fo. 47, Govanor and 
Cornmittee to khan, 2 1 May 1 750. 

6 A 15/10, Grand Journrir, p. 279; A 16/3 1,Oficers' and Servants' Ledger, York Factory, fo. 77d; it 
shodd be noted that both of these payments were standard practice. 



Henday's supenor at York was James Isham. Isharn had been in England duruig 

the 1749/50 season, and retunied to York on the same ship as Henday.' Back at York, 

Isham listed the new recruits in his annual letter to the Cornmittee: the only name to 

receive any comment was Henday, whom Isham cded "a Very Servicable manw2 The 

remark implies a previous acquaintance; or perhaps they sirnply 'aecame acquainted on the 

ship from London. 

It is clear, however, that Isharn and Henday developed a friendship at York. The 

marked familiarity in their correspondence stands in sharp contrast to the formal 

businesslike style of most Company c~rrespondence.~ The relationship was probably one 

of patronage, or perhaps even of paternalism. The patronage of senior officen was the 

mon effective way for young men to rise through the ranks of the Company at that time.' 

For evidence that Isham may have been ready, willing and able to a a  as a patron within 

the Company, it is worth noting his eariier role in the career of Samuel Skrimsher. 

Samuel Skrimsher was probably a cousin of Isham, whose mother's maiden name 

was Skrimsher.' Young Samuel was apprenticed to the Company in 1733, a year after 

'NO ship's logs have Survive4 but the Ptime Ruptw was the oniy ship visiting York chat year. 

'A. 1111 14, fo. 141, Isham to Govanor and Cornminec, 21 May 1750. 

' ~ e e  J d e r  S.H. Brown, "Two Compsnics in S m h  of Trndas: Personnel and Promotion Patterns 
m Canada's Eariy British Fur Trade* in J i i  Frredmsn and J a o m e  H Barkow (eds.), Pmceedings of the 
Sècond Congrrs~. C a d i a n  Ethnology Society (Ottawa: National Muscums of Canada, 1975). 2: 629.63 8. 

kE.  &ch (ed), James Ishm 's Observations on Hudsom Bq, 1743 (Toronto: Champlain Society 
for the Hudson's Bay Record Society, 1 949),3 1 8. See also Joan Craig, 'Samuel S)aimsha" in Dictionmy of 
Cunadian Biopphy IL', 1741 to 1770 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1974), 5934; and HBCA 
Search File - Samuel Skrïmsher. 



Isham had been hired as a writer and bookkeeper.' In 1740, Isham (by then in charge of 

York dong with a Mr Bncker and the surgeon, Mr Mackduff) listed York's complement 

in that year's general letter to London. Samuel Skrimsher, "Who is warehousekeeper" and 

"a sober lad", was third in the lia, and received an additional comment which no other 

man did: "and 1 hope will ment your honours favoun.'" In the previous year, Siuimsher 

and an Indian cornpanion had been sent to Churchill to fetch trade goods and stores. 

Though both the York and Churchill joumals mention this fact, the Conmittee cornplained 

of a Iack of information regarding the joumey. Isham's response was that Skrimsher had 

not taken "a great deal of notice, being going in haste?"' 

In 1746, Thomas White, then in command at York, suggested Skrimsher as a 

possible successor to himself at that post.* Though that never came to be, the young man 

did become Second at York and a member of the council.' Skrimsher served as Second 

under Thomas White (1744-46), Isham (1746-48), and haUy John Newton (1748-50), 

who complained of Skrimsher's "Laq Habit? Skrimsher was recaiied to London in May 

1750, but Newton drowned before the order arrived and Skrimsher took temporary 

command. Upon Isham's arrival, Skrirnsher sailed to London, where he evidently 

'K. G. Davies and AM. Johnson (eds.), Lemn f m m  Hu&m Buy, 1 703-1 740 (London: Hudson's 
Bay Record Society, 1 965), 30811; Rich, Isham, 3 1 8. 

'~av ies  and Johnson, 3 12. 

)Davies and Johuscm, 3 1 7. 

'Rich, b h m .  HBCAA 1111 14, fo. 121. 

%ch, Isham. 247nl; HBCA A. 6fi. fo. 93. 

%CA Search File - Samuel Skrïmsher. 
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convinced the Cornmittee of his worth, for he retumed the following spring with a five 

year contract and the charge of the newly completed Flamborough House near York. 

Skrimsher's biographer, Joan Craig, has speculated that he was retained on account of his 

knowledge of Cree or his having journeyed between York and Churchill.' Histonan E.E. 

Rich was not so forgiving, describing Sknmsher as '.an unsteady man, lazy anci u n h  for 

forwarding any bus in es^."^ However, Rich made a revealing comment which further 

encourages cornparisons between Shiimsher and Henday: "Skrimshire [sic] had certain 

merits; he enjoyed travelling and he was one of the very few servants ... who were 

competent in the Cree tong~e."~ In eady 1750, Isham probably knew of his cousin's 

impending recail, and may have seen Henday as a replacement for his protégé. 

Although Henday would not be sent inland und 1754, the concept of such a 

joumey had been in Isham's mind for a number of years previous to that. In 1743, Isham 

had compiled his Observations on Hudson 's Bay, and offered his opinions on a great 

many aspects of the fur trade. The French seemed a continual threat to hirn and to the 

Company: "But what is the moa Concer'n is to see us sitt quiet & unconcem'd while the 

french as an old saying, not onIy Beats the Bush but mn's away with the Hair also."' 

Isham spoke optimistically of dand posts, especially "at the head of port Nelson 

River ... being a branch almost all Indians seperates Either to go to York fort, or Churchill." 

'DCB III 593. See also HBCA Search Fie - Samuel Skrimsher. 

*Rich, Histary, 1: 585. 

%ch, Hùzory. 1 : 585. 

%ch, Isham, 69. 



Isham predicted a possible doubling of retum in such circumstances, and "in a few years 

might with god's a - b e  able to roat [sic] the French out of that s d  Settlement they 

have at the great Lake."' A few years later, in commenthg on Henry Ellis' published 

account of the voyage of the Dobbs galley (1746-47), Isharn's optimism seemed dimmed, 

perhaps by sober second thought or perhaps in reaction to the increasing attacks upon the 

Company and its policy. Where EUis suggested a settlement about ninety miles up the 

Nelson, Isharn responded with skepticism. Such a settlement would have to be farther 

inland than a mere ninety miles to do anything more than drain off the trade of York and 

Churchill. Perhaps some benefit would have &sen if the French were dislodged fiom 

Lake Winnipeg, but Isharn felt that to be impossible while Canada was still in their 

possession.' "[Clou'd a Set[t]lement be made, and be of any fùrther Service then what it's 

at presant, certainly the Company wou'd have Erected Such before  no^."^ 

This is not to suggest that Isham's interem in the interior had in any way abated by 

1750. His hopes for inland trading posts may have been tempered by expenence, but 

Isharn had other plans as wefi. In discussing the Earchithinue, Isham put forth the idea on 

which Henday's joumey - as weil as the journeys of ali the men who followed him over 

the next two decades -- wouid be based. 

was the English to Per'u up the Country ... as the fkench has Done 

keeping in mind that at this time Isham was relying solely on native q o r t s  of the interior, it is 
probable that by "the head of port Nelson River" he &y meant somewhere on the North Saskatchewan; his 
" p s t  Laken was undoubtedly Lake Wipeg ,  and the French pst on it Fort Bourbon Rich, Isham. 67-68, 
6 t h  



otherway's, 1 can not think but itt wou'd tum to great advantage to Our 
Merchants or of England, their has been and is Still men that wou'd 
underialce such a Land Voyage with good Encouragem't Either to bring 
them [the Earchithinue] to the Engiish forts to trade; or to give such a 
Discnption of the Country that a Setlement might be made their .... 2 men is 
Suffitient for such an undertaking that is to go with some trusty 
So[uthem]. Indian, in the f d  or Summer, to the Earchithinue Country, 
taking with them some trif'les to give to the Natives, when Done with the 
So. Indiam to their Country tell the spring, Keeping as near as possabie to 
the Earchethinue Country ... teil the Spring, then proceed again to the 
Earchethinues, using them Civilly, with promise of many such fine Goods 
&c. If they will corne with them to the fort to trade, with a Great many 
more of such Like Inducements that is requir'd in Such casses, by which 1 
do not Doubt but the trade that might be gain'd by that Country wou'd be 
Equivolent with York fort trade in a Small tirne,= a Setlement near the fork 
up port Nelson River wou'd be of great Service in this undertaking &c. ' 

Here, in 1743, was the blueprint for Henday's journey. E.E. Rich noted that these ideas 

"lacked flanboyance or even originality", but that they were based on "a ripe expenence 

and sympathetic kn~wiedge."~ Al1 that was needed was the Cornmittee's permission and a 

willing traveller. Permission came in the Cornmittee's General Letter of 1753 .' Isharn 

was to find a wiliing traveller in Anthony Henday. 

Henday's career had been unremarkable up until that point. His oniy appearance in 

the York records since his arrivd had been in the account books, where he had signed for 

his expenses. On 19 February 1754, however, Isharn "sent 3 Indians with Anthony Hendy 

who is Going with the [measuring] Wheel &ca to meanire the distance fiom the Entrance 

of Steel River; up the said River till he comes to the Branch that opens into Steel River; 

'Rich, Ishmn. 1 13-5. It is a matter of pure specuiation as to who Isham had in mhd in 1743 for such 
an expedition 

'~ich, Isham. xck  

3k 6 4  fa. 1 18d-119. Govemor and Cornmittee fo Isham, 24 May 1753. 



and so home down the North River," a joumey which lsham estimated would take thirty 

days.' Isham's instructions to Henday, dated the day of Henday's departure7 referred also 

to the use of guides and a compass; instructions were given for keeping a journal in the 

"wast[e] Book"* he had been given for taking notes? One of Isham's most intereshg 

directives is his encouragement to "converse with the guides as much as you can, that you 

attain the Language, that you may be Qualified the better to undertake a Joumey 

hereaiter."' The implication that Isham viewed Henday as a protégé is strengthened by 

rhis and by his ciosing remark, "be Resolute in your proceedings and you need [not] 

Doubt of Encouragernt from/ Your Friend/ James Isham."' 

Encouragement was indeed forthcoming. In June 1754, Henday was outfitted with 

a selection of trade goods to give as gifts during his upcoming great inland journey! 

Isham had procured the services of "a tmsty home Indian" named Comawapa to be 

Henday's cornpanion. They were to proceed iniand with Attickasish, or Little Deer, a 

'B. 239faB7, fo. 154 York Factory journal, 19 Febniary 1754; in a letter to John Pot& ai Richmond 
Fort, &am describeci this joumey as "up Hays's River, near 100 Miles h m  the fort and acrose to Nelson 
River just below the Iowa Fork about 140 Miles h m  the fort by water," and iookai forward to a joumey 
inland to the "Emhithinue Countryn the foliowing summer, but in neither case did he mention Henday: B. 
23 9/b/I 1 ,  fo. 7, Isham to Potts, 1 5 April 1754. 

Zlhis was a rough account book in which transactions were rccorded as  thcy offimcb to bc rempied 
later into a more f o d  book. See UxfOrd Univemal Dictionrny on Histoncul Principles(1955), 2390. 

'A 1 111 14, fa 166- 167,  ciio ions to Anthy Hendy, Dated att York Fmî, Febyye: 19th: 17%"; 
there is some doubt as to the wmectness of Henday's distance on this joumey, as the meamhg wheel appears 
to have been rehmed io hndon because of some defect: k 9 1 ,  fo. 94 Govemor and Cornmittee to khm, 27 
May 1755. 

'A 1111 14, fo. 167. 

'A 1111 14, fo. 167. 

%ee A p p d i x  C for a compIete Iïst of those gcxuis. 



"Captn or Leading Indian."' Attickasish and his people set out âom the fort on 26 June, 

with Connawapa and Henday in tow, and they would not return for almost an entire year2 

Upon bis retum on 23 June 1755, Henday was sent inland again almost 

immediately, this time in company with the apprentice Wfiam Grover. Grover soon 

becarne "Jaded," however, forcing them to retum after only a couple of days' travel.' 

Isharn was disappointed, for it was by then too late for Henday to catch up with the Cree 

on their way inland.' Instead, Henday spent an apparently leisurely trading season hunting 

and fishing,' sometimes in the company of Humphrey Marten, clerk, steward, and future 

Chief at York and ~ l b a n y . ~  For a mere labourer and netmaker, Henday moved in high 

circles. 

Another intriguing aspect of Henday's identity fird appears around this tirne. On 

23 June 175 5, the York journal recorded the arriva1 of "Captn Anthony Hendey."' For the 

next year, the joumals consistentiy refened to him as "Captn Hendey," then abruptly 

'A. 1 111 1 4, fo. 1 72. Attickasish was a familiar face ar York drtriag h s  Ume per id  Andrew Graham 
, h journal D, noted in the margin, "Attickashish[sic] was afterwards my Acquaintance, and a Valuable leading 
Indian"; E. 2 1  1 ,  fo. 5. Also see Paul C. 'i'hi.de, Indian-Etrropean Trade Relations in the Lawer 
So~ko~chewan River Region to 1840 ( W i i p t g :  University of Manitoba P m ,  1986). 20-2 1,25. 

 o or HenQy's departurc, see HBCA B. 239lal37, fo. 27; for his r e m  see B. 239/ai39, fo. 32. 

8.239faL39, fos. 32633, York Factory joumal, 28 June and 2 July 1755. This wouid not be 
Grover 's Iast abortive m p t  to winter inland: sce Rich, History, 1 : 645. 

*B. 239fa137, fo. 33,  York Fa to~y  journal, 2 July 1755. 

%.239/a139, fos. 34d-354 YorkFactny jotanal, 16-24 Jdy 1755; B. 239/d41, fos. 1 8 4  25, York 
Factory journaf, 1 8 February and 16 April 2 756. 

6~ 1 111 14, fo. 14 1,  lsham to Govemor and Cornmittee, 2 1 May 1750. During this time, Marten 
seexns to have been acting Second at York A Yi, fo. 1 5, Governor and Committee to Idan, 24 May 1756. 

7 B. 239fal39, fo. 32. 



stopped; the title reappears in June 1760, foilowing his return from his second winter 

inland.' "Captn Hendey" dso appeared in other Company documents, though not with 

such regularity.' The usage seerns to be Isham's for the most part, though Marten and 

Joseph Isbister used it occasiondy. From the timing of its appearance, the usage is clearly 

the result of some aspect of his inland joumeys. No other Company employee of the 

1750s or 1760s was given this title, not even other dand winterers: indeed, where it did 

appear elsewhere in the Company's records of this period, it was applied to leading native 

traders, such as Attickasish or the "Chieff Captn of York Fort," who led Joseph Smith and 

Joseph Waggoner to the land of the Sturgeon lndians in 1756.' 

The use of this title seems to have escaped comment by scholars. Yet it is 

suggestive in its implication that Henday had become, in the eyes of the Bayside factors at 

least, a trading captain. Arthur Ray described vade leaders or captains as men "who were 

good hunters, knew the trading routes, had a family, could make 'long harangues,' and 

could deliver the rewards they promised to their followers."' Though Henday would not 

have known the trade routes, al1 four versions of his journal depicted him as a good hunter 

'"caPm Hendey" made reguiar appearaaas in ihc joumds h m  23 Jimc 1755 to 13 Jdy 1756 (B. 
239td39, fos. 32-356; B. 239/a/lQ 1,  fos. 1-35), buî the 26 July 1756 entry rcferred only to "Hendey" (B. 
239la141, fo. 36); the title is uscd only once in 1760, on 30 June (B. 239fa.147, fo. 3 1). 

*A 1111 14, fo. 196, Isham to Govanor and Comminee, 4 August 1756; B. 239/b/14, fo. 6d, Joseph 
Isbister (Albany) to Isham, 6 June 1756; B. 239/b/l4, fo. 84 I_Ffiam to Isbistcr, 25 July 1756. 

)B. 239/d42, fo. 3 4  York Fectory j o u d ,  1 8 Augwt 1756. 

'~rthur J. Ray and Donald B. Fr#mas Give Us G o o d M e ~ m  '.- an inconornie analjsis of relations 
benveen the Indiuns and rhe Hudson 's Bay Company before 1763 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1978), 63. See also Arthur Ray, "The Factor and the Trading Captain in the Hudson's Bay Company Fur 
Trade before 1763" in FreeQian and Barkow, ü 590; William, Graham, 169-1 70; Edward U&ville, The 
Pmsenr Sme of Hudron 's Bay (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1 954), 23. 



and he had at l e s t  some connedon with a native family. 

would have been the collection of gifts he brought inland 

39 

Most impressive, however, 

(360 MB in value'), and his 

ability to guanintee even more upon their return to the Bay. Such a thing is not 

impossible: Jean Baptiste "de Larlee" served the French and the English in turn, and ended 

his fur trade weer as a trading captain at ~lbany.' Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of 

Henday's 'captaincy' is that he alone among the winterers can be shown to have received 

Henday also received recognition fiom the Cornmittee in London, aithough the 

reviews were rnixed:' 

We have perused Hendays Journal & Examined a D r a  (which We judge 
to be of your [Isham's] rnaking) of his 12 Mos Travel up Iniand. ..in which 
We think he has and (by Continuhg the same) may be of Service to the 
Companys Interest, In Consideration of which, and the hardships he may 
have undergone: We have AUowed him a Gratuity of £20 over and above 
his Wages. And We will m e r  reward him for what future Services he 
shall do the Company by his Travels hereafier, in bringing down Indian 
strangers ... to Trade, which We judge to be the only means of edarging the 
York Fort Cargoes, for we cannot find by his said Journal or Draft that any 
Senlement (the thing you seemed so desirous of) can be made with the 
least Appearance of Advantage.. . . We can not help o b s e ~ n g  the course of 
Hayes and Seal Rivers are in this draft laid down very differently fiom any 
we have heretofore seen ... therefore as we apprehend Henday is not very 
expert in rnaking Drafls with Accuracy or keeping a just Reckoning of 

'B. 239/d144. fo. 13. 

%luni+ 26. See aiso Morton, 267; Rich, History. 2: 1; Wiams. Graham. 29 1 ; Brown, Sfrangen. 
- l e d e r  S H  Brown has observai that the name "de Larlee" makes no sense in French, and suggests that 
it may be a m&an&ption of Desjarlais. 

3 ~ ~ s e p h  Smith may have aiso ban cded "Captain" but no contcmporary refterences have yet becn 
found 

CIbe Company's records contain no direct derence to Henday's journal king read by the 
Cornmittee: the Minute Books SMply mention the packet h m  York being opened and the letters therein king 
read. See A. 1140, p. 76, London Minute Books, 29 Octobu 1755. 



Distances other than by Guess ... We direct ifthere is any Person at the 
Factory skilled in the above particulan who is willing to accompany him in 
his future Travels that he be encouraged thereto ... And let them also be 
Attended by one or two more (ifsuch there are) who are willing.' 

Thus Henday's joumey swung Company policy decidedly in favour of inland w i n t e ~ g  

over idand settlement. 

Henday had returned to York in 1755 to find a new contraa waiting for him. The 

Cornmittee's mual  General Letter offered hun E l 5  per annum for three years, ' V a  good 

~etmaker. "' The terms were not satisfactory, however, as Isham reported that Henday 

had accepted f 15 for one year, but would lave the s e ~ c e  ifnot given higher ~ a g e s . ~  As 

it tumed out, Henday would have other reasons to retire. 

On 22 June 1756, Isham dispatched Henday to "View weH& to take a tme and 

Exact acct of the place he intimates for a Settlement," which was "Outman Lake," some 

500 miles inland by their reckoning.' Henday was back at York on 28 June, unable to 

proceed due to illness.' That summer, the General Letter brought with it the Cornmittee's 

appraisal of Henday's 1754-55 journey, a £20 gratuity for his labours, and a three-year 

contract for 220 per ann~rn.~ Isham reported, "1 acquainted Anthy Henday of the Temor 

'A 6/9. fos. 33d-34. Oovemor and COmmittec to Ishun, 1 2 May 1 756. 

'A 6/9, fo. I l ,  Govemor and Cornmittee to Isham, 27 May 1755. 

3~ 1 1/114, fo. 1874 Isham to ûovernor and Cornmittee, 2 September 1755. 

'A. 1 ln 14, fo. 1 94, Ishem to Govemor and Cornmittee, 4 August 1 756; B. 239/a/4 1, fo. 324 York 
Factory joumal, 22 lune 1756. 

'A 1 11 1 14. fo. 194, ISham to Govanor and Cornmittee, 4 Augus< 1756; B. 239/a/4l, fo. 334 York 
Factory journal, 28 June 1756. 

6/9, fos. 33d-34, Govanor and Commiaee to isharn, 12 May 1756. 



of this Paragraph who Doth not adhear to Your Honours Proposais, saying He hath not 

Been Wright weii since His Last Expedition, and is Desirous of Retuniing to Engiand, 

have Accordingly sent Him Home."' Henday had accumulated £34.10.2 in expenses 

against £103.4.6 in total wages (mcluding his gratuities and £8.18.5 he was paid for furs 

he had trapped on his inland journey), leaving hirn with a balance off 68.14.4, which was 

paid out to him in London in December of that ~ e a r . ~  

Scholars have failed to notice this departue, perhaps because Henday's absence 

from the Bay was so brkf On 12 January 1757, he was re-engaged as a labourer and 

netmaker for five years at £20 per annum plus a £20 gratuity at the expiration of his 

conuaa "if he Behaves to the Company's satisfaction."' Hedth problems, however, 

continued to plague him. In early 1758, he and Humphrey Marten were away from the 

fort hunting partridge at Ship River, but failed to return on 11 March as eqected. Isham 

became womed, and sent a note to Christopher Atkinson, York's sloop captain, who was 

also out hunting. Two days later, Athson reported that Henday had been sick with a 

cold for almoa a fortnight. On 25 March, Isharn recordecl, "Infoxmation Anthony Hendey 

'A 1 111 14, fos. 197-1 974 Isham to Govemor and Cornmittee. 4 August 1756. in the letter, Isham 
also (fo. 1%) r e f d  to French trading goods, reniarking, "mhe Commodity's the French Deal in are many, 
in ParticuIar Powder, Cloth &ca, as Captn Hendy achialy (sic] Traded with them, and is retmed Home, cm 
Morm Your Honours of Their Standard" Thcre is, however, no record of Henday appcaring before the 
Commictee. 

'A 15/10, Grand Journal, pp. 279.366.503; A 15/11, Grand Journal, pp. 73.82,84, 1 12,130. 146. 
Henday's fÙll accomt for this period of service is in k 16/3 1, fos. 77d-78, Oficers' and Servants' Ledgers, 
York Factory. Also see the relevant York account books: B. 239ldl41, fo. 8 (1750/51); B. 239/d/42, fo. 9d 
(1751152); B. 239/6143, fo. 9 (1752153); B. 239/d/44, fo. 9 (1753/54); B. 239/d/46, fo. 10 (175956). 

%.. 1/40, Londcm Minute Book, p. 220, 12 January 1757; see aiso A 1511 1, Grand Joumai, p. 165; 
k 16/3 1, Officers' and Servants' Ledger, York Factory, fo. 1076 
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very bad, tomorrow Shali send 2 men to See him Safe home."' Precisely how long 

Henday's illness lasted is unlaiown, but by  une he was away trout fishing at Ten Shilling 

Creeke2 

On 28 June 1759, Marten (acting Chief at York during Isham's fiirlough) sent 

Henday inland again, this time in the Company of Joseph Smith and a French deserter, Jean 

Baptiste "de Larley" l des jar lai^?].^ This man had been master at Basquia (The Pas), 

according to Marten, and could very well have been one of the men encountered by 

Henday in 1754155. Their intention was to return to the "Earchithinue" country, but if any 

map or journal was made it has not survived. Al1 that can be said for certain is that they 

arrived back at York at noon on 22 Jwe 1760.4 Within a week, Henday and Smith had 

left the fon again - to go fishing.' 

Joseph Smith was not the untested youth William Grover had been. Smith had 

been inland twice before with Joseph Waggoner, in I756/57 and 17S7/58. Both Isharn 

and the Cornmittee were happy with the results of the inland w i n t e ~ g  policy, and the two 

'B. 239/a144, fos. 22-236 York Factoxy journal. 13-25 March 1758. 

2 ~ .  239/d44, fo. 306 York Factory journal. 6 June 1758. 

%. 198ib11, fo. 3, Marten to Robert Temple, 26 October 1759; xe also B. 239M46, fo. 37, York 
Factory journal, 28 June 1759; B. 239/b/l8, fo. 3, Marten to Faciinand Jacobs, 3 Juiy 1759; A. 1111 14, fo. 
234 rsham to Governor and Cornminet, 24 August 1759. For more information on De Larlee, see Rich, 
Hisrory, 2: 1-2. 

%.239/a/47, fo. 30, York Factoq joumai, 22 June 1760. 

?B. 23 9/a/47, fo. 3 1, York Factory joumai, 30 Jtme 1760. 



Josephs were among several men to follow in Henday's footsteps.' Isharn's journals and 

correspondence during this period are full of comments on the increased number of 

Indians trading at York, particularly the "Bloody" Indians, who had not corne since 1733 .* 

The Sturgeon Indians, who had been visited by Smith and Waggoner, were also coming in 

in greater numbers: Isham reported 13 canoes in 1755'39 canoes in 1757, and 57 canoes 

in 1758.) Even after the fall of New France and the resulting dismption of the Montreal 

trade, Isham (rightly or wrongly) credited the increase in trade not to "our Success of 

h s  at Quebec &ca, but by the Encouragement of the Master, & Servants which has 

been In Land, for Which good Services We Referr to your Honours."' 

In the autumn of 1760, however, Henday was transferred away from the main base 

for inland winterers (York), to the new post on Severn River? At Severn, under the 

cornmand of his erstwhile hunting partner, Humphrey Marten, Henday continued to spend 

much of his time away hunting and fishing. Unfortunately, this familiar pattern was 

interrupted by the equaiiy f d a r  problem of iliness. On 25 March 176 1, the post journal 

recorded, "Anthony Henday, and Christopher Atkinson brought their things home & have 

1 Sec Rich, Hlstory. 1 : 644-52; 2: 1 5- 16. Also sa, for example, HBCA A S/1, fo. 7, Govcmor and 
Commiüee to John Potts (Rtchrnond), 27 May 1755; A SA, fo. 254 Governor and Comminte to Ishrtm, 23 
May 1758; k 511, fo. 26, Governor and Cornmittee to Ferdinand Jacobs, 23 May 1758; A 6/9, fo. 128d-129, 
Governm and Cornmittee to Isham, 1 S May 1760. 

2 B. 2 3 9 M 6 ,  fos. 3d4 ,  IshRm to Jacobs, 17 Iuly 1758; A 1 1/114, fo. 16: isham to Govemor and 
Committee, 16 Scptember 1758. 

B. 239fa144, fo. 34. York Factory journal. 4 July 1758. 

4 k I 1 / 1 1 5, fo. 504 Ishm to Governor and Cornmittee, 5 September 1760. 

'This is mother amer move previously overlooked in pubIished sfcoimcs 1 am indebted to the notes 
of AS. Morton (HBCA Search File - Anthony Hnday), for othetwise 1 too would have missed it 
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not been able to Stir out of the Tent these 20 Day[s] taken bad with Lameness in their 

Legs, have been 3 days crawling about 20 Miles both in a poor Condition."' Not until 11 

May could Marten report Henday's full recovery2 

The record of Henday's period of service at Sevem contains a most intereshg 

journal entry. On 22 July 1761, Manen realized that he had made an error in his keeping 

of the post journal, and he had to tear out a page. He carefûlly noted this for the 

Comminee's reference, and even cailed upon "the Man who Had the Keys of the Store 

Room" to witness it. This man's name, in his own handwriting, appears in a very cramped 

space at the bonom right-hand corner of the page: "A Henday."' This implies that at that 

tirne Henday was Trader and Second at Sevem. 

This due about Henday's position seemed confirmed a week later, when Marten 

travelled to York and left Henday in command.' Isham had passed away on 13 April, and 

Marten was on his way to take comrnand at York, while Andrew Graham (acting Chief 

since Isham's death) wodd assume command at Sevem. Graham amved on 3 September, 

'B. 19ûia/2, fo. 144 Sevan River journal, 25 March 1761. 

 e en da^ was "Vay bad" on 3 1 March (B. l98/d2, fa 1 Sd), "Still very badn on 10 April (fo. 16). "on 
the meading hand" on 16 April (fo. 16d), "s[t]ill lame" on 6 May (fo. 18d). and "much better" on 1 1 May (fo. 
1 9). 

B. 19slal2. fo. 25. Sevm Riva journal. 2 July 176 1. It is a grmû shame that aimost all dthe 
sunriving acamples of Htnday's signature are written in rather cramped spaces. 

%.198/Sn, fo. 26, Sevem River j o d ,  29 My 1761. hbrten bcgins, "SirlMr Isham having givm 
me M e r s  to leave you Master of this H o u -  at my Deparhxre," but Mm's original instnictioom to Marten say 
only to "leave the 4 Men with tûe 2 Laddsn (B. l98/a/2, fo. 474 Isharn to Marten, 9 Aprill76 1); it is worth 
noting that Marteri closed with Y am Sir Your F r i d  and Servant/ Hy Martenn (fo. 26d). 
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relieving Headay of his command after 36 days.' Two months later, Henday was sent to 

York with John Garbut and an Indian man to fetch some trade goods and "other things 

Needful.'" Henday would not retum to Severn River. 

Marten wrote to Graham, "As you had no Person at Sevem fit to be tmsted with 

the Gare of the House at your depamire, have kept Anthony Henday. and sent you Joseph 

Smith [Trader at York after Isham's death], the former's t h e  being out at Shiptime, and 

the latter you know is a worthy Creature and much fitter for the Trust than Eny other 

Person that can be S~ared."~ Back at York, Henday waited for the Cornmittee's response 

to his contract demand: "3 years at f30 per h u m  or home?"' 

Meanwhile, Henday apparently served in a similar capacity at York as he had at 

Sevem. In the spring of 1762, Humphrey Marten was experiencing some discipline 

problems with his men, most notably Hugh Jones. In a Ietter to the Govemor and 

Comminee, copied into the York journal, Marten complained of Jones' behaviour, and 

then added, "this in Justice 1 m u a  declare that Christopher Atkinson has behaved in the 

b e s  manner, his whole study as well as Anthony Hendays being to keep peace below 

S t a i r ~ . " ~  Jones' disruptive behaviour continued, and in a letter dated 2 April he demanded 

that Marten send him inland to winter with the Indians. Upon receipt of this letter, Marten 

'B. 1 %/a, fo. 2. Sevan River journal, 3 Septanber 1 76 1. It is odd that Henday did not appear to 
have kept a journal driring those 36 days, although in the foliowing winter 8t Sevan Joseph Smith did. 

2 ~ .  19slaB. fo. 94 Severn River jourmi, 18 Novanber 1761. 

8.2391W23, fo. 54 Marten to Graham, 6 December 176 1 ; also copied in B. l98/a/3, fo. 42d. 

'A. 1111 15, fo. 614 Mmm to Govanor and Committee, 2 Augun 1761. 

58.23 91d49, fo. 284 York Factory journal, 2 Mar& 1 762. 
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recorded in the journal, "1 called up Stairs, Chriaopher Atkinson, Anthony Henday and 

George Richardson, that they might hear his (Hugh Jones's) reasons for sending me the 

above Letter, they being the properest Men 1 could thhk of"' Marten i n t e ~ e w e d  Jones 

in their presence: Jones was less than cooperative, and Mmen threatened to hold him in 

c h  until the ~ p p l y  ship amved if he did not si- a document agreeing not to leave the 

factor- without Marten's permission. The agreement was copied into the post journal and 

witnessed by Henday and Richardson.' They also signed their names to a aatement that 

Jones had signed the aforementioned agreement of his own will and had not been coerced 

in any way.' 

Precisely what role Henday played in his final days at York is difncult to 

determine. Marten listed all of the servants at York that spring, but no occupations were 

listed. Beside Henday's name, fourth in the kt ,  Marten only wrote, "Willing, & able to 

Work."' Henday's only other appearance in the journal was on 14 April, when he was 

drying furs while another man was mending nets.' That summer, the HBC ship King 

George (II) brought the Cosmittee's rejection of Henday's salary demands: he was being 

'B. 239Id49. fo. 34. York Factory journal, 2 April 1762. 

2 ~ .  239/8149. fo. 344  York Factory j o d ,  2 April1762. 

B. 239ld49, fo. 35. York Factosy journal, 2 April1762. Thc wo Henday sigmtures in the York 
joumal are very similar, ptcept that the initial "*Aw in Anthony is oompletely d i n i  the second signature in 
the York journal is almost identicai to the one in the Sevem River journal. However, both the Severn River 
signanm and the î%st York signature were written at the boîîm of a page in a ratfier cramped space. 

%. 239la149, fo. 3 Id,  York Factory journal. 7 Mar& 1762. 

'The man mending nets was not name& B. 23 9Id49. fo. 3 6 4  York Factory journai, 14 ApriI L 762. 



cdled home.' On Monday, 6 September 1762, Anthony Henday's fur trade career came 

to an end, as the King George (II) sailed away fiom York Faaory2 On 18 January 1763, 

he was paid the balance of his account,' and that was his final appearance in the 

Company's records. At about 38 years old, he was still a relatively young man, but of the 

rest of his life we have no record. 

Interpretations 

In light of aiI this evidence, it is worth returning to Graham's cornrnentary on 

Henday. It is possible that Henday had made an enemy of one or more of the captains of 

the supply ships. Henday's account recorded amounts owed George SpurreU, captain of 

the Prince Rupert 0): f2.5.0 in October 175 1, £2.13.0 in December 1753, and f 3 in 

December 1755.' Spurrell made his last recorded voyage to York in 1755, and no more 

bills to ships' captains appear in Henday's account after that date. For the remainder of 

Henday's career, York was visited by Captains Jonathon Fowler Sr and Joseph Spurrell,' 

but Henday had no recorded dealings with either of them. The ships' captains could be 

'~enda~'s  fiend and superior, Manm, and the sailor and vctenm wintem, Joseph Waggona. were 
both recaiied dong with Headay: A 6/10, fo. 29, Govemor and Cornmittee to Marten, 24 May 1762. 

'HBcA C. 11366, fo. 35, Ship's Log, King George (7.0, 1762. 

3A. 1602, fo. 394 Wcers* and Servants' Ledgo. See also A 191 1. Grand Jounial, p. 497. For 
details of Hesiday's expenses during the second half of his carcet, see B. 198/d12, fo. Sd (1 76O/6 1); B. 1 Wd0, 
fo. 9d ( 1 76 1 /62). 

'A 1 9 1  0, Orand Joumd, pp. 366,502; A 15/11, Grand Journal, p. 82; A. 16/3 1. fo. 776 Ofken '  
and Servants' Ledger, York Factory. 

' ~ h e r e  is no reMd of a ship visiting York in 1756; Fowler cornniandesi the Prince Rupen (II 
(George SpurrtIl's old ship) h m  1757-59 (C. 1/874-6); Joseph Spwcll commanded the Prince Rupert (If) in 
1760 (C. 1/882) and tkKing  George (II) in 1761 and 1762 (C. 1B65-6). 
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formidable personages, as they had regular opportunities to speak directly with the 

Govemor and Committee regardhg Bayside rnatters. George Spurrell was a "solid, 

respectable figure," who demonstrated great loyalty and ability during his long career with 

the Company, and after his retirement in 1756 was elected to the London Cornmittee.' 

Ionathon Fowler, on the other hand, was a less savoury character: at one point, he 

attempted to exploit h d r e w  Graham by offering a poor price for s h s  which he would 

sel1 for Graham in H~l land .~  Were they inclined to do so, both Fowler and Joseph Spurrell 

were in a perfect position to damage Henday's reptation and destroy his career. There is, 

however, no evidence that they were so inclined. 

There is evidence suggesting that Henday left the service because he was unhappy 

with being a netmaker. Certainly Henday's demands for higher wages indicate that he felt 

his seMces and talents undervalued by the Committee. This examination of Henday's 

career c d s  to mind E.E. Rich's words on Isharn: "[Isham] was not enarnoured of 

conditions in the Bay and at the end of his first contraaed period of seMce was anxious 

to come home. But he ... was prepared to remain if promotion offered."' Those exact 

words could also be applied to Henday. The oniy difference was that, for Henday, 

promotion did not come quickly enough to convince him to remain in the seMce in the 

face of frequent ifnot chronic h e m  problems. Othenvise, perhaps Henday could have 

l ~ l p d \ h ~  Williams, "George Spurrelln in Dictionary of Canadion Biogrophy 3 : 598-99. As a matter 
of pure specuiation, it may weii have been Spweil  Who in bindsight made Che ccmrnent Graham reported in 
the midciie of journal D. 

2~ iu iams ,  Graham. k, 284.2841~ 
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stood beside his ffiend Humphrey Marten as a senior officer of the Company. Henday's 

time at Severn River gives a tantaMg hint of what might have been. 



CHAPTER 3 
TEE JOURNALS 

Journal A 

The 1755 packet sent to London contained "a Joumal of a Voyage or Joumey in 

Land, fiom York Fort up Hayes River: By C a ~ t n  Anth[on]y Hendey fiom June the 26th 

1754 to June the 23d 1755."' Foilowing the journal proper, Isham added some cornments 

under the heading "This Finished Captn Hendey's Journey and beg Leave, & beg Leave to 

observe some Rernarks on the foresaid Journal, and what he observes to Me of ye 

Country."' Journal A is clearly an edited copy of the original journal or collection of field 

notes in the waste book, of which no exact copy is known to exia. The journal entries are 

in Henday's voice, but the footnotes are Isham's, and the entire document is in Isham's 

handwriting.' The footnotes and Isham's appended commentary all suggest that the body 

of the text was lefi unchanged. 

The entries all begin with observations on wind direction and weather, and further 

comments are generally brief but informative. It would appear that Henday sat down 

every evening and recorded the day's events. Henday the journal-vuriter aiways had his 

'HBCA B. 239/d40,  OS. 1-38. 

tB.2391d40, fos. 38-45. 

%ee, for example, B. 239ld40, fos. 24 3,44 5; fbotnotes are cormnon ody in the early part of the journa!. 
I owe a debt to the Iate A S .  Morton, whose 1933 notes on Henday suggested that the handwriting was Isham's: 
notes, HBCA Search FiIe - Anthony Henday. See slso a communication witb Clifforci W i  where an 
anonymous archivist (possibly Alice Johnson) makes a sirniiar mggestion: communication with C.P. Whn, 
19 May 1954, HBCA Search Fie - Anthony Headay. Williams (48,49), however, was of  the opinion the 
wnting was Graham's. 
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nose to the ground: he described things and places as he came to them.' When he did 

speculate on fiinire encounters, it concemed people, such as the French at Fon Paskoyac 

[The Pas, Manitoba], whom he knew he could expect. 

On 20 July 1754, Henday sent a letter to York, informing Isham that "we should 

see a French Factory in 2 Days more, and that We m u t  go by il, before We can go the5 

[Cree] Country. 1 dont very weli like it, having nothing to Satisfy them on what account I 

am giving [going?] up the Country, and Very possably they may suspect Me to be a Spy.'12 

Henday evidently overestimated the French, as his journal entry for 22 July 1754 gave his 

fkst impressions of Fort Paskoyac: "we Entered their fort (or more properly a Hogstye) 

for in short it is no Better, they are ver-  Lazey, not one stick of wood anigh their house." 

Isham, in his comments, recorded Henday's opinion that "he and 2 more could have took 

Either of their [French] hutts, and [it] startled them to see one Man, much more if severall 

were sent."' As he had expected, Henday was idormed by one of the two men there "that 

he would detain me there, and send me home to fiance, 1 told him 1 knew france as well as 

he did, and was not &aid to go their more than himself, which Made Monsieure a Little 

'When he arrived at a place and carnped, he wodd desciibe the place (e.g. 1 Juiy 1754 (B. 239M40, fo. 
2d): "very high Rodq Land, & shnibe woods, nothmg but faiis and heaps of Large Stones") but would not 
name it mtil hc lefl the next day (e.g, 2 July 1754 (B. 239/d40, fo. 24): "twk my dcparture bwn Stoney 
Banks"), uniess the place already had a Cree name (e-g. I 5 July 1 754 (B. 239ld40, fo. 4d): "this day Entered 
Mono ko tuskey ["Shade fatIsH: hl"). 

Wiams ,  "Pit-LzTe," 54; A, 1 1 /114, fo. 18Cki Henday's expectations were probabiy c o l o d  by Isham's 
unfiattering opinion of the French: "Slie [sic] Su[b]Uc and artfulI to perfaction..Enemyes to the Company 
peace or warr" (Rich, Isham, ci). AIso see Davies and Johnson, 264. 

isham was also referring to Fort la Corne, which Henday visited on his r e m  trip the foiIowing spring B. 
23 9/a/4O, fos. Sd-6.4 1. 



Cooler. "' 
Once past the French, Henday and his cornpanions pressed inland, meeting several 

groups of "Esinepoet"[Assiniboine] and "Mirtho" Indians, most of whom were receptive 

to the idea of trading at the Bay.' Early in October, Henday finaily met the "Earchithinue" 

and on 14 October arrived at the main camp of some 200 tents. 

we mett the Earchithinue men on horse back 40 in number they were out 
on a Scout nom the main body, to see if we were Enemies, when they 
found us fiiends, Attickasish, Comawappa, and 2 more of our Leaders 
marched att the front about 4 Mile where upon the top of a Hill 1 seed 200 
tents, where they were pitched in 2 Rows, and an opening Right through 
the rniddle, and att ye farther End of the Street, their was a Large tent 
pitcht in front, where al1 the old Men were seated and their King in the 
middle, and in the rniddle of the tent was full of fatt BuEaloes flesh, and 
after that we had dl smoakt round, Every flag had a Side of meat, and ye 
rest Served dl round arnongst ye Indn men, and 1 had satt before me 20 
Broild tongues, then we Retumed to our tent3 

There followed a day of feasting, during which Henday found that "they have plenty of 

tobacco, as they of [have] their own and paint of severdl Colours, they think Little of our 

tobacco & paint", but when exchanging gifts on the 16th he observed that "they are mad 

for guns, Knives, Hatchets &ca."' The Earchithinues promised to accompany Henday 

down to York in the spring, and the two groups then parted ways to prepare for the 

'B. 239/a/40, fo. 6. 

'On 3 1 July, "came to us ttn tents of Sniipocts, 1 went and Smoakt with them, they ail pnmised to go with 
me to the fort next Springn (B. 239/a140, fo. 7), and likewise on 4 August, "îhere Came to us seven tents more 
of Eshepmis, 1 went to their tents & Smoakt with th- they aii in Gen' promised, to go to ihe fort in Spring 
of y d  (fo. 7d); on 5 September, he mmmented, 'the Esinepoets are vay Numaous, and the Minho Ind' as 
ihey c d  them, but their is no odds in y' Esinepoets and t h '  (fo. 12d). 

3B. 239/a/40, fos. 1 8- 1 86 

%.239/a/40, fo. 18d 



winter. l 

Through the &ter and into the spMg of 1755, personal details seemed to 

dorninate the j o u d .  Henday's group was reduced to about a dozen people, mostly 

women and children. Henday told of encounten with bears, of his illness, and of the 

group's shortage of powder and shot. 9 n  16 Much, for instmce, there "came or.= Indim 

for more powder, and Shoa, 1 gave hirn none, for in Shon have not above one Measure 

and one hdf  for my Self, and that when 1 grow better [he was il at this point], intend to 

take care to kill provisions for myseifand family."2 Henday first spoke of a "farnily" in 

August, but the concept of "family" became more tangible through the winter.) One man 

in particular came to the foreeont: he was not given a name, but was variously referred to 

as "my Man", "my Indian", "the Man that 1 tent with", and, rnost comrnonly, "my 

paruier".' Of this man, Isham said, "the Man proved to be an honest Man & a good 

fnend" to Henday.' 

'On 16 October, "the Earctiithinuts Say they will go with me to y' fort and sec y' Gov" (f3.23 9/aAO, fo. 
18d), and again on 18 October, "several of y' Earchithinues promised to go with me to y' fort att the spring of 
the year, and they would get ail kinds of h, that their Country afEordsm (fo. 19). 

9-23 9/a/4O, fo. 30; for encounters with bars, sce entries for 22 November 1 754 (fos. 2 1 d-22) and 1 0 
January 1755 (fo. 25). 

'B. 239/d40, fo. 8d In an eighteenth century context, family should not neressarily be interpreted as the 
nuclear household of modern thinking: Henday could very easily bc referring to housthold of pre-industrial 
conception, containing a master and bis savants. See Laslett for a complete discussion of family in a pre- 
industrial wntext 

'This man made rtgdar appearanccs bttweai 7 March end 17 Apnl 1755: B. 239/a/40, fos. 29-326 

'B. 239fd40 fo. 42; on 1 April 1755 Henday, being iI1, gave this man his gun, and some powder and shot, to 
go and hmt for than: up util then, Henday had not trustai his small supply of powder to myone (B. 239/d40, 
fo. 3 1). Another fiend of Henday's seans to have bexm Connawappa, one of his guides: when the two met 
again in the spring, Henday wmmented that it was "the first time 1 have seai him Since the f d  of y' year, he 
when went awq, he Left bis wife, Bab[?], and an Earchithinue Girl for me to keep, he has Made an Exceeding 
Good use of his tirne... he said he had Eai nothing for 2 days, 1 told him I had notbing for to Eat myself, when he 



Not all of the Englishrnan's companions were as agreeable as this fellow, however. 

On 30 March 1755, Henday wrote, 

I went to Shenap for a hatchet I Lent him when he went up the River a 
hunting, he said he would not give it me, 1 said but Little to him, for he is 
Like a child, and would not be Long considering for to knock me on the 
Head, for I know not what.' 

The next day the tension increased as Henday and Shenap argued over their tent cloth and 

Henday's gun (which Henday also appears to have lent him). Several days later, the 

contlia remained unresolved, as Henday commented, "as for Shenap and his Lame Lye, 

they are al1 angry, but I Cannot help it, and the Inds ail told Me, if I saw him or his Son, 

not to Say anythng to them (the old Man is Like a Child, and the son a prowd f o o l ~ ] . " ~  

There was also disagreement over beaver trapping and issues of trespassing. 

Henday's companions showed no inclination to trap beavers in any numbers despite a great 

abundance of that vaiuable animal. Isham's footnote to the 23 October 1754 entry read: 

"here Captn Hendey observes Beaver are plenty, asking the Reason why they did not Lye 

by and kill more he says that Beaver alone is not sufficient to Maintain their familys, 

therefore are obliged to pitch fiom place to place for Larger Beasts, such as Moose and 

Buffaloe, he also Says notwithaanding they find Sever[a]ll houses in a day they will only 

went CO his own tent 1 gave him some dryed Mat, and 4 Loads of Shon" (21 Apd, B. 239/d40. fo. 32d). Nine 
days later Henday's remion with his other guide was described much more bridy: "bar we cwie to where 
Amckasish and y' Ind' were making their canoes, aii in a Staning conditionn (30 April, B. 239W40, fo. 33s). 

'B. 239M40, fo. 3 1,30 March 1755. 

%. 239/d40, fos. 3 1-3 ld Also see Paul C. Thistle, "Dependence end Control: Indian-European Trade 
Relations in the Pm-Kelsey Era" in Henry Epp (ai). Thme Hundred Prairie Years: Henry Kelsey 's 7 n h d  
Counny o/Good Report ' (Regina: Canadian Plains Research Centre, 1 993), 1 25. 



Break open one or two and pitch away."' 

At Christmastirne, Henday pressed his cornpanions on this subject, and "they told 

me it was not their country, for ifthe Earchithinues should see us they would kiii us ail, I 

told them 1 would not believe anythmg of it unless 1 see it, att which they were very Angry 

and h k ' d  me XI  would shoot one of iheiii XI szx ! I I  and I told them nct unless they 

presented for to shoot at me f ir~t."~ 

Rather than argue this point, Henday tried to consolidate the successes he had 

aiready gained. Earlier in December, he had "talked with the old Capt[ai]n ab[ou]t Every 

Canoe taking one Earchithinue but he would give no hearing to such a proposal 1 told him 

Every Ind[ia]n that would take one Earchithinue you [presumably Isham] would give them 

1 G[allo]n Brandy, and 2 Measures of Tobacco, and other goods, he an Last Consented to 

take 2 or 3, if they corne According to promise, which 1 do reaily believe they will."' His 

optimism in this respect is significant in light of his comrnents of 24 March 1755: "the 

Esinepoets are farther down the River, there are a great many of them promised to [go] to 

the fom, for many Years @as not been)."4 However, Henday's optimism seems to have 

been misplaced. When he met the Earchithinue again in mid-May 1755, they again 

promised to go d o m  to the Bay, but oniy a week later, on 21 May, he reported, "they 

'B. 23 9iaI40, fo. I9d. At this t h e  Isham reporteci that the Indians "aU ki General q Beaver is Scarce, and 
what they att prescnt Geü are obliged to Gu inton the Earchithinue Country, and Stone Inds Country": A. 
1 111 14, fo. 162, Ishm to Govemor and Cummitteaz, 8 September 1754, 

9.239td40, fo. 24. 

'B. 239/a/40, fo. 23. 

'B. 23 9/a/40, fo. 3 0 6  
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have neither victuals nor goods, and cannot padle, so we shall proceed tomorrow for the 

fort, as fast as we can here is 60 canoes designed for the fort ifye fiench does not stop 

them. " ' 
Whether this unfortunate nirn of events was due to bad planning on the 

Earchithinue's part, or ro the "old Capt[ai]nU breaking his promise, Henday Mun have 

been disappointed. The journal entries afier this point are short and relatively 

uninformative, although this may simply have been due to the faa that he was now 

travelling through temtory he had visited the previous summer. On 23 May 1755, the 

fleet of canoes came to a French trading house, where Henday was kindly received and 

where the group rested until the 26th. The only reason Henday gave for this delay was 

weather, as on the 25th when it rained all day. This was not the fht time that weather 

prevented the Company fiom travelling, but it may be noted that a few days after leaving 

this French house Henday and his group paddled 24 miles in a thunder~torrn.~ This pattern 

repeated itself when Henday reached Paskoyac on 29 May, where he rernained untiI2 

June. On one day, the Indians were "talking &ca" and the next day they were mending 

their canoes; at both posts, though, Henday claimed that the French "got but very Little 

trade. "' 
M e r  Henday retumed to York on 23 June, lsham evidently questioned him on 

various detds  of the journey, and then added some of his own remarks at the end of the 

'B. 23 9/a/407 fo. 35d. 

B. 239ld40, fos. 35d-36. 

'B. 239/d407 fos. 35-36d. 



journal. He cast no doubt on the veracity of Henday's repon, observing that the inland 

natives "were very civil to Capt[ai]n Hendey, mightily pleased at his coming to See them, 

and did promise to go to the fort with him in ye Spring of ye Yeu." But he could not 

ignore the f a a  that the Earchithinue (as well as many other Indians who had made similar 

promises) had faiied to corne to the Bay. On riiis ropic, isham cornmented, "the 

misfortune is the English Earchithinues has not ye knowledge of padling in cannues, nor 

Even knows not how to make such, they Rideing Chiefly; two of them was 2 or 3 days 

Sitting in a cannue, other Ind[ian]s padling, but being &aid turned back."' Perhaps 

Henday's "old Capt[ai]nfl did keep his promise afLer ail, but the Earchithinue backed out of 

the deal; or perhaps the Earchithinue had simply told Henday what he wanted to hear.' 

Isham's further comments add to our picture of what happened in those ten days in May: 

Notwithstanding all this Captn Hendey told the King, and d l  the 
Earchithinues to gett goods, and he would go see the govemor, and Return 
again with more presents, and Conduct thern to the fort where they rnight 
trade themselves, being great plenty of sundry Goods, they as well as the 
Esinepoets and Bloody Ind[ian]s promised so to do, told Captn Hendey to 
be as good as his word, and to bring two More of his country Men (they 
said their Country Men, for they Looked upon Capt[ai]n Hendey as their 
Country man) for in tmth they had a great deal more Love & Respect for 
him, then our Ind[ian]s had3 

Isharn aiso emphasized that "there is upwards of 250 tents of English Earchithinues, and 

'B. 239/d40, fo. 40; eisewhere he said that "if the indiaas could have corne on horse back they would not 
have hesitated upon ic but that is unpracticable." (fo. 42d). 

%am bimself had commentecl on a native propainty <o give agrexxble information: "ifyou put a Question 
ro them, as I have Doae oft'n, they will m a  to what I Desir'd, at the same time neither her'd sa, or Flnew 
any thing of the maaa" @ch, Ishm, 92). Andrew Graham aiso wmmented on this in E. 2/4, fo. 20. A h  see 
WiilÏams, Graham, xxvii. 

'B. 239faf40, fo. 40. 



Esinepoets, besides the Bloody Ind[ian]s which are numerous, and dinern Littie £iom ye 

Esinepoets, that might be brought to trade."' 

Isham recognized two chief obstacles to his ongoing efforts to get the inland 

Indians d o m  to trade: the Cree rniddlemen and the French traders. The French were a 

problem of wbch Isnam was aiready aware, and his only real amendment to Wnday's 

account concemed the t h e  spent at Forts la Corne and Paskoyac on the return trip: 

"Here he hints of ye Inds trading with ye French, which they cannot deny, this is no More 

then what 1 always Understood, therefore No wonder they b ~ g  so Littie goods to us."2 

Neither was the middleman position of various groups of Cree news to Isham: Ferdinand 
# 

Jacobs had warned him ofjust such a situation the previous y e x 3  

There cm be no doubt that Henday's journal and Isham's comrnentary were fiom 

the beginning meant to go together. The journal itselfgives the impression of having been 

copied from daily field notes, and the resulting narrative is uneven and occasionally 

confusing. As an example, the entry for 7 September 1754 States that "this day [we] went 

with the french lnds who took Care to Load [Iead?] me ali of ye way."' It is difEicult to 

figure out to which Indians he is referring. Isham filled in most of the noticeable gaps in 

'B. 2391al40, fo. 396 Most scholars have assumeci these "Bloody" Indians to be the Blood, but such an 
identification seems overly simplistic in light of coniments suggesting a connection between the "Blmdyn 
Indians and the " E s i n p t s "  (see, for example, B. 239Id40, fo. 39d). 

9. 239/a/40, fo. 42. 

'See B. 239ld40, fo. 40. Jacobs wrote to Isham, "the Indians which trades Y a l y  with Us get p t  
Quantity's of F m  (Caa in particuiar) h m  the above said Earchithkiues, and Trade h m  thun for Our Goods, 
and may probably be the nason for their not encourageing tban to corne Dom to Trade, by which means the 
indians keep the Benefit of that Trade amongst than SeIves." HBCA B. 239/b/11, fo. 13 - 1 3 4  Jacobs to Isharn, 
23 August 1754. 

'B. 239/af40, fo. 126 
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information with his footnotes and the commentary, apparently based on Henday's " head 

notes" - his oral reports and memones. This may be why the journal itselfwas allowed to 

remain so lacking in explanations. 

Together, Henday's journal and Isharn's commentary paint a picture of a bright and 

eager young man venturing inland with a group of Cree Indians, with whom he seems to 

have felt quite cornfortable. His initiai fean conceming the French traders were dayed by 

the sight of their s m d  and poorly-kept establishment - shabby compared to York. Once 

past Paskoyac, Henday took every opportunity to rneet with Indians and try to convince 

them to retum with him to the Bay in the spring. In general, they promised to do so but, 

as Henday himself observed, not al1 those who prornised to corne actually came. The 

Earchithinue, when he finaily found them, expressed their interest in visiting York as weli. 

No doubt convinced that his mission was a success, Henday then began to prepare 

for the oncoming winter, which he spent with his "family". Life with this small group of 

Cree was relatively cornfortable, and a period of illness was made easier by the aid of a 

good friend. There was confiict, with Shenap over some property and with the other 

Indians over trapping, but nothing much appears to have arisen out of these quarrels. The 

only hint of pessimism came in the spring, as Henday began to realize that his flotilla of 

canoes would be much smaller than he had been led to hope. Success faded fùrther f?om 

view when he was unable to get past the French posts quickly or without loss of goods to 

the French- However, even in these gloomy final days of the journey, the journal reâains 

from empioying powerfil adjectives: the mood is at best irnpiied rather than directly 

stated. Though generally positive, the document as a whole maintains an even keel and 



sticks to the people and places, without emotion. 

Journal B 

A rather different picture is presented by three other s u ~ v i n g  versions of the 

journal, all of them found in volumes of Andrew Graham's Observations on Hudson's Bay. 

Of these, the eariiest version, here referred to as B after Williams' usage, is  in rhs first 

book of Graham's earliest compilation of his Obsenatiom, dating to 1768-9 (HBCA E. 

214, fos. 3 5-60). The volume contains sections on natural history, Indians, and Eskimos; 

descriptions of life at HBC posts; discussions of inland policy; lists gMng the standard of 

trade at York; some meteorological and astronornical observations (not Graham's own); 

and an abstract of William Tomison's journal of his 1767-8 expedition to Lake Winnipeg.' 

Under the heading "A small account of the Archithhue Indians", Graham included "A 

Journal of a joumey from York Fort to the Archithhue country in the years 1755 and 

1 756, by Anthony Hendey, being the first of the Company's Servants who went in land to 

endeavour to promote the Cur trade." 

Journal B is written in a copperplate clerical hand very different from Graharn'~.~ 

This version is clearly an edited copy, as several days or even weeks are often condensed 

into one entry, whereas A has a separate entry for every day. Not ody have the years 

been copied wrongly, but many incidents have been rnisplaced by a day or two. Other 

merences also stand out: as will be seen, some details have been removed, many more 

fFor a discussion of eighteenth century handwciting styles, see D.C. Greetham, Textual Scholarship: An 
Introduction (New York: Garland, 1 W2), 207- 13. 



have been added, and some have been changed entirely. 

The description of Henday's first encounter with the French in B m e r s  only 

slightly fiom that in A: "he told me the master and men were gone down with the furs, 

and that they mua  stop me tilt they retumed, however, they were very kind and at night I 

went to my tent and told my leader that had the charge of me, who oniy laughed and said 

they dar'd not."' It is unclear whether Henday was looking for reassurance from his feIlow 

traveller (probably, but not necessarily, Attickasish), or if he was simpiy sharing what he 

thought was a f û ~ y  story. Whatever the case, Henday's comparison of the post to a 

"Hogstye" has been dropped, as bas his accusation of laziness. 

Much more signifscant changes are found on 3 1 July 1754, when Henday met ten 

tents of Esinepoets. In 4 these Indians agreed to visit York in the spring, but here their 

answer was much difTerent. 

being now entered their country, 1 went and smoaked and talked with them 
to go with me to the fort in the n i m e r ,  but they answered, we are more 
conveniently supplyed fiom the french houses, 1 said that the french gave 
them iittle for their furs, but al1 1 said signified nothing, I found them 
strongly attached to the tiench Interest.' 

Henday met with similar resistance on 4 August, when he smoked with seven more tents 

of Esinepoets, but "have no hopes of geting them to the fort, as what cloth &c they have is 

fiex~ch,"~ and again on 20 September, when he complained, "have done al1 in my power to 

get them [seven tents of Esinepoets] to visit our forts, but I am afraid to littie purpose, 

'E. 24,  fo. 38. 

5. U4, fo. 386 

'E. 2/4, fo. 39. 
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they living in this plentyfÙ11 country, and can well do without any Europian support, but 

their chief objection is the long distance."' 

Henday's exhortations feu on de& ears among the Earchithinue as weli. Where 

journal A recorded discussions of an econornic nature only on 16 October, B placed them 

on 14-15 October (days whch were spent feasting in A). On borh days, he receivrd a 

familiar answer: "that it was far off, and they could not paddle in canoes .... and they codd 

not live without buffaloes flesh, and that they never would lave their horses, and many 

other obstacles which 1 think very just, the chief of which was, they never wanted 

pro~isions."~ The Earchithuiue were far fiom unkind, however. Their leader in journal B 

told Henday "that he loved the great leader who sent me, that I or my countrymen might 

corne again with safety, and said that he would perhaps see me again at waskesew [red 

deer] river in the spnng of the year if the buffaloe should take the rout downwards."' 

Winter in journal B descended on a much gioornier Henday than in A. 

Funhermore, winter in B was spent without a "partner" or a "farnily", akhough a female 

"bedfellow" did rnake two appearances.' Even the disagreements over trapping 

progressed dEerently. On 23 October, Henday commented that his cornpanions "Killed 2 

moose, one buffaloe and only 10 beaver, when 1 am certain they might have killed 200, 

whereas they only kill a few for cloathing, the creeks and ponds are full of beaver houses." 

'E. 24,  fo. 44. 

9. U4, fos. 46647- 

'E. U4, fos- 48-48d 

'She is mentioned in the atry for 28 December-4 Jmwy (E. 1 4 ,  fo. 52), and again on I 5 May (fo. 57). 



At Christmastirne, what had been a heated argument about trespassing in A becarne a 

lighter matter in B. Observing that wolves were very numerous where they were, Henday 

asked his cornpanions "why they would not kill hem, to which they answered the 

Archithinues will kill us ifwe trap in their country; 1 then asked them when and where they 

were to get the wolves &c to c q  to the forts in the spring = to thts they made no answer 

but laughed one to another." One thing that did not change between the joumals is 

Henday's stubbom character, as evidenced in A by his dealings with Shenap, and in B by 

his defiant comment at the end of this entry: "myselftrapping wolves."' The whole 

matter seems to have been cleared up a few days later, when Journal B recorded: 

Indians killing moose and waskesews [red deer], but very few beaver altho' 
they are very numerous, as are aiso wolves and foxes, but not one trap 
have they put up yet; my bedfellow informs me that they were angy with 
me for speaking so much about traping, and advised me to Say no more to 
them about it, for they would get more wolves and beaver &c from the 
Archithinues and Aseenepoets than they could carry; 1 asked her when we 
would see them again, and ifthey bought the goods every year ffom them, 
she said that the Indians that traded at York Fort were supplyed by them, 
and that we should see them in the spring, but she begged of me to take no 
notice, otherwise they would kill her, so for ye womants sake shall take no 
notice but be quiet.' 

Journal A has no mention of such advice or of such an advisor. 

When the group did indeed meet the Earchithinue and Esinepoets in May, Journal 

B commented, " 127 tents of Archithinues came to us, 1 bought 3 0 wolves skins nom 

them, and the trading Indians bought a great many skins of sons, which proves what my 

'E. 2f4, fo. 49. 

%. 24,  fo. 52; note the change h m  "Earchithinuew to "Archiihinue". 

'E. 2/4, fo. 52. 



bedfeiiow formerly told me ... we have neither hatchet nor knife left, having sold d l  for 

fbrs."' Many of these fun never made it to York, however. 

Where A only hinted that the Indians traded with the French on the retum trip, B 

declared it openiy and in very gloomy t e m .  

[24-25 May, Fort la Corne] the master gave the natives 10 gallons of 
adulterated brandy, and has traded from them above 1000 of the finest 
skins, refûsing wolves, bears & dressed beaver skins in coat, as aiso s b s  
that are in any manner damaged or are not in season; I cannot get them to 
proceed, it's surprizing to observe what great influence the French hath 
over the natives. 

[30 May, Fort Paskoyac] obliged to lye by, could not get the natives away, 
they have mded the most vaiuable fbrs; I breakfasted &c with the master, 
and he showed me his stock of fûrs, a brave parcel of cassed cats, mariens, 
and parchment beaver.. .the Frenchrnen are rnasters of d the Indian 
languages & have greatly the advantage of us, and if they had bratile 
tobacco which they have not, wouid entirely cut our vade off 

[3 1 May, Paskoyac] the Indians would not paddle, they have kept a 
continual trading, and I believe many would trade di the furs and pelts they 
have if they could persuade them to take their heavy goods2 

It was on this pessimistic note that the Henday ofjournal B arrived back at York on 23 

June 1755. 

Journal C 

The second of Graham's versions, referred to as journal C, is not a copy of either A 

or B, but rather an amalgamation of the two. This version is found in the second book of 

a volume of the Observations compiled between 1767 and 1769, and it spent most of its 

existence in the Iibrary of Samuel Wegg, Deputy Govemor (1 774-82) and then Governor 

'E. 214, fo. 57. 

'E. îf4, fos. 58-59. 
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(1 782-99) of the Hudson's Bay Company. It was purchased by the HBC from Maggs 

Bros. of London in 1926, and now rests in the Company's archives as E. 2/6; journal C is 

on folios 10d-38d. Book one of this volume has been lost, but the second book contains 

some very brief natural history notes, a discussion of Company policy in the Bay, and iists 

relathg to  York in the 1760s; the kgest secth! however, is " a  Journal of a Joumey 

inland fkorn York Fort up Hay's River &c by Anthony Hendey fiom June the 26th 1754 to 

June the 23d 1755."' 

The description of Henday's fira encounter with the French is almost exactiy the 

same as that in B, but the Esinepoets which he met on 3 1 July and 4 August gave him the 

same positive response which they did in A.' From that point, C follows B until the end of 

the year, with the exception that journal C contains no discussion of trapping on or around 

23 October (as there was in both A and B). On 23 Decernber, journal C recorded that 

"the old Man is a h i d  the Archithinues wili corne and kill us." This was probably the "old 

Capt[ai]n" from 4 and he was rnentioned again on the 27th. 

made a woiftrap ... the Indians were angry, and said the Archithinues would 
kili us if we trapped in their Country; 1 asked the old Man how they were 
to get wolves skins to Carry to the Fort; He made me little answer; but am 
infonned by My bedfellow that we s h d  Trade them fkom the Archithinues 
in the spring of the year: for the sake of the Woman, s h d  take no notice at 
pre~ent.~ 

Again, the account has changed. In journal C, only one man spoke to Henday about this 

subject, and he did not seem to find the discussion at dl humorous; also, Henday's 

'Williams, Graham, 353. 

5. îi6, fos, 13-146 

'E. 2l6, fo. 27. 



bedfeilow did not necessarily fear for her life here, though some potential ill consequences 

are implied. ' 
Something of the mood of A returned in the March entnes, where Henday again 

spoke of his "Farnily", a term completely absent from B. His "partner" did not retum, but 

there is a comment to the eEea ihat "we go on very nell, my hvo Compznions are good 

Men."2 Furthemore, trade prospects also irnproved. Although the Earchithinue refused 

Henday's invitations, his group met Wapenessew, "a French leader, who promises to go 

with me to the Fon, He is a jolly, stout, good oatured Man, and c q s  a great command 

amongst the Natives; my Bedfellow (who slyly gives me information) infonns me He 

Cornmands 20 Canoes, and is much taken notice of by the French."' On 7 March, journal 

C reported: 

al1 the Natives unpitched, and went different ways in search of food; 
myself, and Family, Vizt. 3 Men and 9 Women and Chiidren, are resolved 
to stay here if we can get any food; before the Natives went away, 1 was 
plagued with them begging my powder and shot; 1 gave to the French 
Leader and other Leaders what 1 could spare, and they ail promised to 
corne and build Canoes, and go with me to York Fort.' 

[13 March] two young Indian Men in the French interest, brought me 12 
Beaver skins to trade for powder and shot; 1 told them they trade with the 
French, who gives them little or nothing for their nirs, they said that was 
truth, I gave them 3 Charges of powder and ball, and told them to take care 
of their furs and go with me to the Fon where they would get powder &c 

'Journal C recorded, "am infonned by My bedfellow that we &dl Trade them fhxn the Archithinues in the 
spring of the year for the sake of the Wo- s h d  take no notice at present," HBCA E 2/6, fo. 27. 

'See entries for 7 and 1 1 Marck E. 26, fos. 3 1 d-32. 

'E. U6, fo. 296 



and be kindly used, they promised that they would.' 

Although only the 13 March entry appears in A, both entnes are in the mood of that 

j o u d  rather than B.* The optirnism was not long lasting, however, for Henday in C had 

the same problems at Paskoyac and Fort la Corne as he had in B. This time, there is an 

estimate ofthe damage: "1 am certain He hath got 1000 of the nchest skins."' Henday's 

expedition in C, then, was in the end no more of a success than it had been in B. 

Journal D 

The final version of the journal, D, is not only the latest but also the only one in 

print. The original D is found in a volume of the Observaiions with no title page, and its 

spine reads simply "Observations on Hudson's Bay". The HBC Archives (E. 2/11) dates 

the volume to 1792, and it does include references to events as late as 179 1, but intemal 

evidence suggests that most of the volume was written, if not actually compiled, sometime 

shortly before 1782.' It contains little original matenal, but mostly copies of journals, 

lias, and letten, as may be expected in view of the fact that Graham had by that t h e  left 

Hudson Bay. They include an abbreviated version of Matthew Cocking's journal of his 

1772-3 inland journey, several sets of scientific observations by Thomas Hutchins, and a 

copy of Professor Joseph Blackts letter of Oaober 1779 to Graham regarding Hutchins' 

'E. 216, fo. 32. 

'Journal B makes no mention of either of these incidents: the period f b m  6 March to 22 Aprii 1755, which 
takes up several pages m A (B. 2391d40, fos. 29-33), is andenseci into one d entq inB (E.2/4, fo. 55d). 

'Fort la Corne, 25 May 1755: E. 216, fo. 366 

'Williams, "Pirzzle,'' 4 1. An anonymous HBC archivist (probably Alice M. Johnson) suggested to ClBord 
Wilson that J o W  D was written in 1790, and quoted Leveson Gower as dating it to 1792: communication 
with C R  Wilson, 19 May 1954, HBCA Search File - Anthony Henday. 
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experiments. However, the volume begins with this heading: "1 shall give the Journal of a 

Journey to explore the Country inland, and to endeavour to encrease the Hudson's Bay 

Company's trade; Performed by a very able Young Man named Anthony Hendey Anno 

Domini 1754a5. "' 
in general, D is s d a r  in mood anci contem to B. Tne Esinepoets who met 

Henday in late July and early August declared thernselves to be "conveniently supplyed 

from the Pagua Mistgushewuck Whiskeheginish", the French house of ~askoyac .~  The 

Earchithinue were unwilling to abandon their horses for canoes, or their buffdo for fish.' 

Dunng the winter, Henday's cornpanions at first laughed at his constant talk of trapping, 

but when their amusement tumed to annoyance, Henday was informed of it by "An 

Indian", not his bedfellow as in journal B.' Henday had no "Family" but rather "Tent 

mates" and "Companions", and in general he kept the same distance fiom his fellow 

travellers as he did in B.' The French took the indians' best furs, and journal D expressed 

a sense of failure when Henday arrived at York on 20 June 1755 - three days eariier than 

in joumais 4 B, and C.6 

'Wiarns, Graham, 358; Williams, m e , "  4 1; journal D is found on folios 1-40d in E. 2/I 1. 

%.UT 1, fo. 66 

'Et 2/11, fo. 18. 

'28 Decgmber 1754: E. 2/11, fo. 27d 

'Sec 7,17,18 Merch 1755: E. 21  1,  fos. 32-326 

'E. 21 1,  OS. 37d-396 
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The contradictions and inconsistencies among the four suMving versions have 

created a complicated network of documentaq problems. The argument that the later 

versions are a coherent and cohesive alternative to the falsifications of journal A is overly 

simplistic. The failure of any two versions to agree on important aspects of Henday's 

expenences suggeas that these documents were generated by a process more compiex 

than heretofore thought. The black and white of Henday scholarship must give way to 

myriad shades of grey. The qued for the absolute tmth regarding Anthony Henday has 

led to Msinterpretation and misunderstanding; the documentary threads mua  be carefully 

untangled before we dare speculate on their meaning. 



CHAPTER 4 
Q ~ S T I O N S  OF VOICE 

Of all the questions raised by a cornparison of the four versions of Henday's 

journal, the question of authorship must take first priority. Whose voice is being heard in 

any given version? Previous scholars have offered incomplete or overly simplistic answers 

to this question: the early scholan had at best iimited access to al1 the relevant documents, 

and later scholars seldom had time to do anything more than propagate the accepted 

wisdom on Henday. Only Glyndwr W11lia.m~ has made a concerted effon to reconstnict 

the world of Anthony Henday - and that Iaudable effort feu short. Perhaps what Henday 

needs is not another historia. but an editor. 

Textual scholar D.C. Greetham observed, "Being a cntic means being sensitive to 

another person's quirks and peculiarities; it means that the cntic must by an almost 

phenomenal leap, 'becorne' that other person .... And this is true whether the other person 

is the author or one of the text's transmitters."' The reconstruction of Henday's career 

has demonstrated that we have not known and cannot know everything we would like to 

know about the man. Funhennore, Greetharn urged a criticai mistrust of dl texts and 

evidence, "not believing that anybody is completely free nom error."' Traditiody, 

scholan have tried to identify one of the versions as a 'true account', and in the process 

overlooked inconsistencies and contradictions. 



Barbara Belyea has questioned the assumption that a text can be true or false, and 

has seen the lack of evidence regarding Henday's "pretextual experiences" as an 

insurmountable obstacle in untangling the apparent mixture of voices in the jo~nials .~ 

While such gaps do seriously inhibit the search for Henday's tnie voice, such an exercise is 

far h m  f i t k  Tulim P. Boyd, ui editcr of the Amerkm datesman Alexander Hamilton, 

has clearly outlined the duties of the historical editor: 

[He] must employ aii discoverable texts and to each of these he must 
address questions that the hiaonan or the biographer usudly does not have 
the need or the time to ask. What, for instance, called this particular text 
into being? What purpose did it serve? In what other respects and why 
does it Vary fiom other texts? What is the significance of these 
variations ... ? It goes without saying that the editor like the historian mua 
ask first of ail: 1s this document authentic? But even on this primary 
obligation there is a vital Merence. The editor asks the question 
invariably, habitually, and searchingly of every document that he en- 
counters and his ears must be attuned to the ring of a false note or he fails 
in the first test that justifies his existence, that of presenting a dependable 
body of authenticated documents .... His method is no more guaranteed to 
produce tmth automatically than any other, but his systematic effort to 
meet this ovemding obligation seems more likely to result in the isolation 
of unreiiable texts than is the case with other means of historical 
investigation.' 

By examining the joumals textually and contextually, some progress at Ieast may be made 

in untangling Henday fiom his editors. 

Isham as Editor 

As observed earlier, James Isham has been almost universdy blamed for the 

documentary problems surrounding Henday's journal. The precise verbs used by scholars 

'Belyea, "fournai," 1 9. 

'Quoted in Charles T. Cullen, "Principlcs of Annotation in Edihng Histoncal Documents; or, How to Avoid 
Breakhg th But tdy  on the Wheel of Scholarship" in George L. Vogt and John Bush Jones (eds.), Litemry and 
Hirtoriml Editing (Lawrence, Kansas: University of Kansas himies, 198 1). 9Sn9. 
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v q :  Wdson believed Journal A was "toned down somewhat"l while Rich cded it 

"severely edited."2 AS. Morton went so far as to cd1 lsham  dec cor ou^."^ GIyndwr 

Williams is the oniy scholar who has come to the defence of the t%onourable if crotchety" 

1~ha.m.~ 

The general argument against Isham is based enùreiy upon the assumption that 

journais B, C, and D tmly represent Henday's expenences, and that journal A must 

therefore be a purposefûlly falsified document. The blarne for falsifjmg the journal nat- 

u r d y  falls on Isham, who as Chief at York would have had the greatest opportunity. As 

for motive, most scholars have looked to the "bedfelIow" of the later versions. The 

London Cornmittee was weii known to disapprove of liaisons between Company men and 

Indian women, and Isham hùnself had been censured for keeping a native wife. Journal 4 

then, was the result of Isharn's attempt to keep both hirnself'and Henday out of trouble. 

This might have proven an acceptable theory, if Isham himself had not added in his 

commems, "[Ilf 1 had been in Captn Hendeys place, when the King of the Earchithinues 

offered hirn his Daughter in Marriage (and I a single Man as he was) would have 

Embraced ye proposai, which would have created a fhm fiiendship, and wodd have been 

agreat help in Engageing them to trade."' If Isharn was indeed attempting to stay out of 

'Wilson, "Anoss the Prairies," 29. 

%ch, Hisrary, 1: 633. 

'Morton, 246. 

'Williams, "Plnzle," 53. 

'HBCA B. 239fd40, fo. 41 d. 



trouble, then this comment codd not have aided him in that. Interestingly, the Comminee 

evidently dia not reprove lsham for this remark.' 

Wfiarns argued against Isham's censorship on the grounds that Journal A also 

omitted vital commercial information on inland trading patterns and "Earchithinue" 

aninides: "lsham could not conceivably hwe deleted idormation of such importance 

simpiy to avoid drawing attention to the faa that Henday was accompanied by an Indian 

woman. "2 Had Isham tmly been uneasy about revealing Henday's domestic arrangements, 

he c o d d  simply have done what Journal D did for the entIy of 28 December 1754, where 

"my bedfellow" of B and C became rnerely "An ~ndian."' Considering that the woman 

only appears a few times in each version, nich neutering would not have posed much of an 

inconvenience. 

Furthemore, Wdliams argued, the commercial information lacking in Journal A 

would have been of great value to Isham in the ongoing debate over iniand expansion. 

Upon pemsing Journal 4 the London Committee wote to Isham to encourage further 

expeditions by Henday, "which We judge to be the only means of enlarging the York Fort 

Cargoes, for we cannot find by his said Journal or Dr& that any Settlement (the thing you 

seemed so desirous of) can be made with the least Appearance of ~dvantage."' It is the 

'ûther exlmiplcs of the Cornmittee's leniency regarding liaisons with native women during this period can be 
seen m Isham's dis&oai of h a l f - b d  children (Rich, Isharn, 78-79), the mistresses of Richard Norton (A. 6/6, 
fo. 100, Govemor and Commitiee to Norton, 1739) and Humphrey Marten (Davies and Johnson, xxvi), and 
Andrcw Graham's discussions of haif-brd chiidrai (E. 2 7 ,  fo. 24d). 

'E. 24,  fo. 52; E. 26 ,  fo. 27; E. 211 1, fo. 276 

'HBCA k 619, fos. 33d-34, Govenior and Cornmittee to kham, 12 May 1756. 
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later versions that support Isham's arguments in favour of inland posts. If Henday's 

experiences were indeed rnisrepresented in Journal 4 then Isharn could have had no poss- 

ible motive for falsifjmg the document. 

This is not to Say that Isham took no active part in the generation of Journal A 

Clearly, his footnotes and commentary are an integral part of that document. That Isharn 

should add such glosses to the journal is not surpnsing, for the journal proper would have 

piqued rather than sated his curiosity. What is surprishg is that Joseph Smith's journals 

were not accompanied by any sort of commentary. Indeed, it seems odd that the man who 

wrote Observa~io~ts on Huds-011s Bay should not comment on any other uiland journey 

than this one. 

In the case of Henday's initial expedition, however, Isham was determined to get as 

much information as he could. Hawig read the field notes, he then attempted to delve 

into Henday's head notes: his mernories and impressions which had not made it ont0 

paper. This probably helped Henday digest his expenences as much as it helped Isham 

find out about them. It is signifiant that Isham's debriefing brought the journal section of 

A more into line with the accounts of the later versions (something generally overlooked 

by scholars), but it is not unexpected. Although Journal A retained a content, tone, and 

style markedly dierent from B, C, and Dy the Iater versions offer some dues to the source 

fiom which they may have gotten their information. 
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Graham as Editor 

Williams called Henday a "curiously elusive figure,"' but much more elusive is 

Andrew Graham, and partidarly his role in the documentary hiçtory of Henday's joumals. 

Two of the four versions exist in Graham's handwriting, and another was copied by a clerk 

into Graham's Obsenuiions. Henday's journal was irduded in bath of the fis" wo 

versions of the Obsen>atiom: only Wdiam Tomison's 1767-8 journey to Lake Winnipeg 

(which Graham himself had organized) received similar treatment. Years later, the journal 

again appeared in what was probably the last version of the Observations. Clearly, 

Graham felt Henday's experiences to be important, particularly for their information on the 

Earchithinue and the interior. 

Graham's comments, particularly in Journal D, suggest that Graham and Henday 

knew each other well. Graham certainly thought highly of Henday, and of Isharn dso, 

suggesting that perhaps Graham was part of Isham's patronage circle. Unfominately, the 

documentary problems under examination here would be slightly less complicated if 

Henday and Graham had never met. 

The problem lies in the faa that Graham spoke highly of Henday at the same time 

as he was completely rewriting him. Given the contradictions among the various versions, 

one of two situations must e i d .  Journal A may be essentially tme, in which case Graham 

was rnisinterpreting and rnisrepresenting a man he claimed to have known quite well. 

Alternatively, Journal A may be fundamentally fdse, in which case Graham's high opinion 

of Henday (who is the only reasonable suspect of such falsification) can only be justified 

'Williams, " M e , "  53. 



by accepting Graham's complete ignorance of Journal A However, if Graham was 

ignorant of Journal 4 then where did he get his information? 

Graham was too junior a clerk in 1755 to have had any opportuniîy or desire to 

fds@ Henday's joumal. A more difficult question is whether or not he was familiar with 

or in possession of Journal A or a copy thereof Wiiiiams claimed Uiat the number of 

versions of the journal generated by Graham was evidence that "he clearly had in his 

possession @oth in Hudson Bay and later in Scotiand) substantial notes on Henday's 

travels."' Certainly Graham wouid have had "ample opportunity and every officia1 reason" 

to discuss Henday's expeditions with him, regardless of the nature of their personal 

relationship, and Wdiiams presumes quite strongly that Graham acquired "either Henday's 

original joumal notes, or a copy of them."* This, of course, assumes that these notes 

survived. The fact that Henday's journal was copied while Joseph Smith's journals of 

1756-7 and 1757-8 were not suggests the possibility that Henday's field journal may not 

have been in very good condition by the end of his year inland.' 

Williams himself cast doubt on his own theory. In his 1969 edition of Graham's 

Obseniatium, W~lliams cornmented, "Graham had made a curious statement when he 

'Williams, Grrrham, 335. Red1 that Wfiams also thought Journal A was in Graham's hand: this would have 
made the dilemna discussed above evm more confusing. 

'For Smith's joianals, oee HBCA B. 239Id43 and B. 239ld45. The latter journal, in partidar, is nearly 
incoherent: it is one Iong sentence (fos. 1 -8d) in sloppy handwriting, giving daily accounts of direction and not 
much eh, and cDdiag vciy abruptly wiihout aay mention of arriving badc at York There is one mention (fo. 4 4  
rn daie) of the " S ~ i i a '  hrmting buffaIo m potmds and no< lmowing "how to parieal," but otherwise Smith and 
Waggonerpaued onlyto give "backcr" [tobacco] to p u p s  of unidentifieci indians. This joumai may be a hiddm 
treasm fa linginaE. howeva, far it appear; to have been written phoneticaUy: îhat is to say, Joseph Smith wrote 
the same way as he spoke. 
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declared that the jouniey from York to the Saskatchewan would take four months, even if 

he meant the round trip; and one cannot suppose Henday's journal to have been beside him 

when he wrote that."' Another discrepancy can be found in the 1791 version of the 

Obsetvations, in a discussion of native warfare. Graham mentioned the "Archithinue," 

"who do not wander about" and " h e  in smaii wooden houses." Richard Glover obsemed 

that neither Henday nor Cocking (Graham's two main sources on the "Archithinue") 

mentioned t h k 2  Likewise, a map (c. 1772) of which Graham is the iikely author shows 

Cocking as having discovered the Hayes River-Cross Lake water route to the 

Saskatchewan, even though it was weli-known to wintering servants long before Cocking 

went inlar~d.~ 

Cornparison of dl four versions suggests that Graham was working nom loose 

notes rather than a bound journal (and Henday's original field notes would have been a 

collection of two or more quires4). The occasional reversal of daily entries and discrep- 

ancies in such things as dates indicate some jumbhg of the original information. Williams 

found it probable that Henday had handed his original notes over to Graham before 

leaving the service, because "this would explain why information appears in some versions 

'Williams, Graham, Ixx 

'Williams, Graham. 173. In his footnote, Williams speculated that this nzay be a garbled reference to the 
Maadans andlm otha t r i i  to the southwesî, who were also called "Architbinues." 

Wuun's instructions only refer to "hand Line paper" (HBCA A. 1 111 14, l72d), but he sent "a Que of Paper" 
to Henday inlaDd (HBCA A 1 I 1114, fa. 181 -1 8 1 d, Isham to Hcaday, 4 Septcmber I 754). Eksumably lmse leaf 
papa would be quite hpmcticai far an extcnded wildemess journey. 
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and not in others."' Unfomuiately, Williams failed to explain this logic. It is much more 

likely that Graham was working from notes or rnemories of conversations with Henday. 

To these were possibly added notes or memones of conversations with Attickasish, other 

Indians, andor any number of the inland winterers who foliowed Henday. There is also 

the intriguing possibility of Graham inserting information or experiences from Henday's 

1759-60 expedition - of which, alas, no written account survives. Yet another possible 

source were Isham's notes fiom 1755, which may still have been in Isham's possession 

when he died and Graham took temporary comrnand in 1761. 

The Obse~ations 

It is no great dissenice to accuse Graham of using his notes on Henday in a rather 

free and easy manner: that is very much the way in which he treated al1 of his notes. The 

Observations reveal an intelligent man with a sharp and perceptive mind, though lacking in 

mental discipline. "Having once started to write a book," W'Uiams wrote, "Graham found 

it hard to stop doing S O . " ~  

Graham's propensity for repeating himself can clearly be seen in the fact that 

Henday's journal appeared in three volumes of the Observatiom. In general, each new 

volume contained some new material and some new phrasing, but ofien Graham merely 

copied sections f?om previous volumes.' Whether working with old or new material, 

Graham often found it uncontrollable. His descriptions of birds, for instance, were so 

3E. 2 9  and E. Ui 2, for instance, are nearly identical m content. For a more camplete discussion of the 
interrelationship of Graham's works, see Williams, Gmham, 352-361. 
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jumbled together under the two categories "Migratory" and "Local", that the order in 

which they appear in the books rnay have been the order in which they reached Graham's 

desk.' Furthemore, a great deal of Graham's idormation (particularly conceming eggs 

and nests) is simply wrong, or tme of a dif5erent species. Glyndwr Wdliams has suggested 

that these mistakes indicate dZEculties with the Cree language, which would account for 

certain other errors as well. Sorne of his descriptions are achially composites, in which the 

characteristics of related species are blended.* 

When dealing with Henday's experiences, then, Graham was followuig a familiar 

pattern. Journal C included personal comments by Henday not found elsewhere; the verb 

"steered" was changed to the less mutical "travelled"; and distances were changed.' 

Names were changed as well, causing confusion arnong scholars and wreaking havoc on 

any attempt to retrace Henday's route. Most notably, journal AIBIC's "Monokau 

sokahigan" or "nelson pond" becarne "Christianaux Lake" or Lake Winnipeg in D, and 

A's "another Large River'' became "Keiskatchewan River" in the later versions.' Williams 

adrnitted that Henday's narrative was subject to "editorial modification" in Graham's 

[Williams suggtscd lhis m Grtlhrn, xxvü. Germaine Warkentin made a W a r ,  though more gcneral, remark 
in Anthology, xvii. 

2Wîams, Graham, xxvü-xxviii. 

'Wfiams. "Rmle,' 55. In gmeral, journal D reduced distances by haif for most of August, mid-Sepumba 
through mid-Cktober, and h m  laie October h u g h  the end of April.. 

'Hcnday reached the former on 8 July (B. 239/d40, fo. 3d; E 2f4, fo. 35d; E. 216. fo. 1 ld; E. 2 1  1. fo. 3) and 
the laîter on 2 l July (B. 2391d40. fo. SQ E. 2/4, fo. 37d; E. 26, fo. 1 3; E. 2 1  1, fo. 4d). He reiumed to the lake 
in questim cm 3 June mA B. and C (B. 239Ia140. fo. 36d; E. 2/4, fo. 59d; E. 216. fo. 37d) and on 4 June in D (E. 
211 1, fo. 396). 



hands.' "What we have in the later versions of the journal, then, is an amdgam of 

information provided by Henday, and cornments or explanations offered by Giaharn; and 

where the one begins and the other ends is not always easy to determine."2 However, 

Williams did not believe that Graham's modifications rnisrepresented Henday's experiences 

in any significant way. 

Re-evaluation of B, C and D 

It cannot be doubted that Henday's expenences undenvent editorial modification at 

Graham's hand. The joumals of other inland travellers suffered a sirnilar fate, and this 

should corne as no surprise. Field notes from such fiontier expenences almost invariably 

undergo some sort of metamorphosis, perhaps only of style and syntax, perhaps of 

stmcture, or perhaps of characterization. Nor is it uncornmon for them to be put through 

these changes by other people than the initial writer, people who have either no experience 

of the wilderness, or a dserent set of experiences with it.) In Henday's case, his journal 

was the victim of what Germaine Warkentin has called Graham's stmggles to give his 

voluminous writings "the severe order of a treatise." Unfortunately, his texts proved 

aImost uncontrollable: "amended and re-written with each new piece of information, they 

told and retold the uncovering of the secrets of the immense spaces through which his men 

were traveliing. " 4  

'I S. MacLaren, 'Wandaings Among Fur Traders, Reliability Among Documents: Paul Kane and Others' 
(impubiished paper, presented CO Rupert's Land Research Cenm CoUoquium, February 19%). 2. 



Graham's tampering resulted in a palpable difference in tone and style in the later 

versions. Most notably, joumals B, C, and D contain an undercurrent of anthropological 

investigation completely iacking in A On 22 November 1754, for example, Henday and 

an Indian man encountered a bear in A, the later versions deleted Henday's presence but 

introduced a new eiement: 

A: 
this day a Large Bear had W<e to have killed me and ye Indn man and I 
went to ye Hutt (ie) and Laid some great Sticks before, so that he should 
not get out in a hurry but he came outt (Just as 1 was Going to Lay down 
my Sticks) in a great fûry, the Indn Ran of Like a Lusty fellow, and Left me 
with my Bow & arrows, to get of as well as 1 cowld ....( ie) he means ye 
Bears den or hole where he Lyes. 

B: 
one young man narrowly escaped losing his Me by a g n u l e  bear that he 
had wounded, but by throwing f?om him his beaver coat which the bear 
tore to pieces, he got clear on, this ihey ahvqys do when closs [sic] 
pursued by it or any other enraged animal; the men went afterwards and 
kilIed him. 

C: 
one young Man nmowly escaped being tore to pieces by a black Bear, that 
he had wounded but by throwing fiom him his Beaver Coat which the Bear 
tore to pieces he got Clear off, this is o j ln  done: the Men went irnrned- 
iately and killed hirn. 

O: 
One Man narrowly escaped hom a W e  Bear that he had wounded, by 
throwing his Beaver coat Corn him; which the Bear tore to pieces, and 
whzch the Niztives ahuays do when forced to retreat. The Men & Dogs 
went out & kilied the Bear.' 

The placing of a particular incident in the context of cuaom to emphasize a general 

tendency or cultural trait i s  as H. David Bnimble has observed, an editorial pradce to 

'HBCAB. 239/d40, fos. 21d-22*, E. 214, h. 59d; E. u6, fo. 25; E. Zl 1, fo. 246 ne emphasis has been added 
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which many anthropologists resort in native biographies and autobiographies.' When the 

reader knows what to look for, Graham's editorial hand cm appear heavy indeed. 

This is not to Say that editorial modification robbed the later versions of al1 

validity. Anthropological information not found in journal A is not necessarily fdse, 

although it should be handled uith cautioa, as ne cmot be certain of its scwce. Personzl 

comments not found in journal A are quite possibly Henday's voice, though they may just 

as easily be someone else's. In the end, journals B, C, and D must be accepted as flawed 

but usefil documents, for even if they may not accurately reflect reality, they do reflect 

contemporary perceptions of that reality - ones which have lefi an indelible mark on our 

perception of that reality. 

Henday as Editor 

Although Williams vindicated Isharn and impiicated Graham in the crime of 

rnisrepresentation, when actually assigning blarne for that crime he tumed instead to 

Henday himself'. "Frequently the wide gulf between the desired goal and the actual 

expenences of the joumey mua have made the process of composition an ongoing contlia 

between the desired aory of discovery and the unassimilable facW2 Williams argued that 

Henday's response to that conflia was to falsify his journal. There is far too linle personal 

information available on Henday to speculate on whether he would have done such a 

'See W. David Bntmble, "Editors, Ghost~, and Amanuenses," chapta 3 in Bmble, American Indion 
Avtobiograp~ (University of C a l i f i a  Press, 1 988). In particulsr, see Bnmible, 77-79. 
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thing. It is possible, however, to examine the meat of Wiiams' argument, which rnay rest 

on an irnperfect understanding of the Company and the fur trade in the 1750s. 

Specificdy, Williams may have misinterpreted the expectations which Henday was 

trying to meet. The real enthusiasm for the inland wintering expeditions came fkom 

Henday's patron, I s h .  isham wouId have been disappointed but not surprised by 

Earchithinue reluctance to take to canoes, for he was already in possession of information 

to that effect.' More important for Isham was the issue of the viability of inland posts.' 

The C o d t t e e  was certaidy happy with Henday's expedition as described in Journal 4 

but Isharn mua have been disappointed at the apparent obstacles to inland senlement. 

Had Henday really been willing to fdsi@ his journal to suit the expectations of his 

audience, he would presumably have done so to meet Isham's expectations. 

The evidence which Williams brought forth to support his argument is limited and 

largely circumstantial. He cited examples in Journal A where Henday elaborated on his 

personal bravery and dominance when later versions present the episodes in a more 

mundane light. On 26 September 1 754, Henday wrote in Journal 4 "1 went a hunting and 

killed a fine Large Moose, and when ye Inds Came to Me they were ove joyed, that 1 

should kili a Moose, and no body with me, for they do not go far without 2 togeather. "' 
In Jomals B and C, this was related much more plainly: "1 Med a moose and the Indians 

'A. 1 1/114, fos- 173d-174. G o v a o r  John Nixon had mgnitcd this siîuation as eariy as 1682, when he 
reported that the Cree %dd be the d y  brokas betweai ai i  strange Indians and us, and by ai i  means ke[e]p bath 
them and us in ignorauce." See Thistle, 25. 

'A I l i l  14, fos. 173,1734 174. 

'HBCA B. 239id40, fo. 15d 



a great many."' in  the aforementioned hunting story of 22 Novernber, Henday was also 

more prominent in A than in the others, though the "personai bravery and dominance" are 

hidden behind images of the intrepid explorer running away fiom a bear. 

To be fair to Williams, there is another example which he did not mention. On 1 8 

August 1754, J o u d  A recorded, "one of the the Inds Came to Me said he was very 

Lame, I drest his foot, and he brought me a Moose Nose and some tongs, and seemed 

ove joyed that they had got a doctor Corne to them." In the later versions, on the other 

hand, Henday received no such adulation. 

Ail of these incidents are relatively minor, and the aspersions which they aliegedly 

cast upon Henday's character cm be dismissed with two arguments. To argue frorn within 

the text of 4 it cm be pointed out that ZHenday had redly been concemed with 

bolstering his image, he would not have included such entnes as the Shenap dispute in the 

spnng or the bear story of 10 January 1755: "1 went a hunting, Saw a Large black Bear, 

but I did not Like him, he made a strong Roaring, and Lookt hard an me, he made off and 

1 was not Sorry for it, for their were no Indians nigh me by 6 or 7 M.'I2 It should also be 

noted that the later versions are not entirely free of the "tinge of self-glorification" which 

'HBCA E. 34 ,  fo. 44d; E. 26, fo. 20. Journa1 D (E. 21 1, fo. 14d) mentioncd no such htmting trip on 26 
Septemba. but two days carlier m d e d ,  "1 killed a large m w s g  took the heart, & gave the rmiains to the 
Indians." 

'HBCA B. 239fd40, fo. 25; for the dispute with Shenap, sec fos. 3 1-3 14 entries fw 30 and 3 1 March, and 4 
April 1755. Maurice Hodgson daimed that overt herokm is rara in the jomals of Canadian explorers: 'if 
rmylhing ihy are only tao aware of their own physicai and psychological weakneoes. Their heroism, then, is of 
the kind with which identincalion is poss'ble; the essenti@ wtak or very o d m q  man forced by circuxnstauç~s 
to endure and io cxceed bis own expectations. Haoism, in such conditions, becornes admirable, personal, and, 
uitimately, reai." Mattrice Hodgsan, 'Initiation and Quest Eariy C d a n  Joirmals" Canadian Litemture 38 
(Aun~nn 1968), 40. Though Herday should be b d e d  more English than Canadian, it is perhaps not tw 
outrageou to suggcst that his cxîended contact with the northem wildaness had Xnously affccted his character 
and identity. 
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W0Uiarns found in A.. Journal C, for instance, recorded, "1 am looked on as a Leader 1 

have Ladies of different ranks to attend me, please to observe the Men does nothing but 

hunt, and we Leaders hath a Lady to hold the thogin with water to our heads when we 

drink. " ' 
To argue h m  outside the texî, it is reasonable to suaest thet the situetion wâs 

not one where Henday glorified himseif but rather where Graham generally downplayed 

Henday's role. Graham copied the journal because of its commercial and geographical 

importance: he had no reason to include full descriptions of hunting stories which were 

interesting (and immediate) to Henday but not to anyone who would be reading the 

Observations. 

Wdljams also brought up the "rather more important incident" where Henday in A 

was offered the EarchithUrue king's daughter in mamage? Williams admitted that there 

was nothing impossible or indeed even improbable in this, but nevertheless added it to the 

evidence against Henday. The later joumals do give a slightly different picture of what 

happened when Henday parted ways with the Earchithinue in the fall of 1754. Journal B 

remarked that "he osered me two slave girls which 1 declined accepting, by telling him 

that perhaps provisions rnight him scarce and 1 would not be able to maintain them, 

however he gave them to one of my leaders." Joumals C and D did not even mention that 

'HBCA E. 2/6, fo. 144 m e  for 8 August 1754. "Thogin" is a Woods Cree (th-dialect) word, meaning a 
birchbark container @ersonai communication: David Pendand). 

-CA B. 239fd40, fo.4ld See dso WiIliams, "Puale," 54. 
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the girls were nnt offered to ~enday.'  What Williams gave as evidence of the tmth of 

the account in B is unsatisfactory. Graham's footnote, adding that one of the girls was 

Mled in an incident at York in 1765, only appeared in C and D: in journal B, the same 

footnote referred to one of four "Archithinue slave girls" whom Henday encountered with 

m o  tents of uidentified Indians on 22 Febniary 1755.' 

Williams' final piece of evidence against Henday dealt with his initial encounter 

with the French. Citing Henday's last letter to Isham (included here in Appendix C), 

Wdiarns observed that it was more in keeping with the tentative entnes of the later 

versions than with the "truculent" tone of A.' Henday wrote of his upcoming encounter, 

"1 dont very weil like it, having nothing to SatisQe Them on what account 1 am going up 

the Country, and Very possably [sic] they may suspect Me to be a Spy." However, 

Williams failed to quote Henday's stoic declaration of resolve: "1 will Face them with a 

good Countinance let it be how it will, for as 1 am gone thus Fan, if it please God, Wdl 

see the Farthest end of dl Their Coun try... 1 wish Your Hons Health, and if the French 

should shoot me, I have nothing to lay to Your Hons Charge."' At this time he was 

writing about the unknown, and he probably expected to find a faûly large establishment, 

perhaps rnanned by at least some military personnel. No doubt his description in journal A 

'HEKA E. 24,  fo. 486  C and D simply rmrded that the girls were a pft to one of Henday's leaders. while 
Henday himselfonly got forty buffalo tongucs E. 2/6, fo. 22d; E. 2 1  1, fo. 196 

=CA E. U4, fo. 546 

WBCA A. 11/114, fo. 1804, Henday to TsharIi, 9 July 1754. 



of the French house as a "Hogstye" and his truculent response to the Frenchmen's opening 

remarks were a product of the wide gulf between his expectations and reality. l 

Williams ended his study of the journals with a rather scathing attack on Henday. 

Henday's joumey was a venturesome and remarkable exploit; but one flawed by the 
explorer's sketchy and inaccurate first account of it. Lack of facility with the pen c m  
explain his fdure, initating though it may be to modem scholars, to descnbe adequately 
the vastness of the prairies, or the distant splendeur of the Rockies, but it is Iess easy tu 
accept the deliberate suppression and distortion of some of the most significant 
commercial aspects of his discovenes. 

Unfortunately, Williams was unable to present solid evidence of Henday's guilt. Indeed, there 

exists littie or no real evidence to discredit or invalidate Journal A As discussed earlier, there is 

no indication of A having been tarnpered with. On the basis of the evidence presented in this 

study, the collective and self-contradictory account presented by Joumals B, C, and D have no 

daim over Journal A regarding the truth about Anthony Henday's experiences in 1754-55. 

Henday, then, cannot be blamed for fdsif@ng anything. 

Re-evaluation of A 

The validity of journal A m u t  be considered relative rather than absolute. Wdliams was 

quite correct in remarhg on Henday's lack of facility with the written word2, and the London 

Committee was equally correct in suspecthg Henday to be "not very expert in making Drafts with 

%th the English and the Fm& cm the M e r  of the Northest fhr trade were paranoid about each oîher. This 
paranoia was based partly on f a ,  partiy cm a simple lack of infbmatio~ and partly cm Indian attempts to build 
up that peranoia and profit f h n  i t  See Eccles, 103; Thide. 27. The suggestion that Henday may have beai 
expechg to meet soIdiers as well as fur traders stems p d y  h m  the imminent outbreak of the Sevcn Years War, 
partly h m  his comment in the letter about the possibility of being shot, and partly hm his comment to ïsham 
(mentioned in Mam's ranarks: B. 239Iaf40, fo. 41) ihat "he and 2 more wuld have took Either of theu hutts." 
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Accuracy or keeping a just Reckoning of Distances other than by Guess."' Journal A clearly 

shows the Hayes River flowing in the wrong direction, and other geographical ambiguities 

prompted Graham to reinterpret Henday's route. Likewise, Henday's distances in A would have 

placed the Earchithinue camp somewhere in south-central British C~lumbia.~ The substance of 

the journal, however, cannot be s h o w  to be anythmg but a reasonably accurate representation of 

Henday's inland experiences. 

Journal A is written in a very straightforward manner, conforming quite closely to the 

form of a ship's log. It is a useful record, but tedious, only occasionally embellished with anything 

more than mere factual observations. Exploration tends to be less exciting than most people 

would like to believe, and the fourth or fiffh encounter with a bear becomes boring, at Ieast in the 

telling. This repetitive detd displays itself to particularly poor advantage in field notes and first 

drafts of journals. It is oniy when the advenhirer has time to refiect upon his experiences that any 

son of narrative cm emerge.) 

'HBCA A. 619, fos. 3 3d-34, Govanor and Commitiee to Istiam, 12 May 1756. 

%BC Archivist Alicc M. Johnson, in a letter to Clinord Wilson, recalled geat drscrepancies in the distances 
gven by Peter Skene O& and Norman Kiason on thci Snake Comiriy expdtions: "1 cm only think the estimate 
depended on how tired one felt a! the end of the &y." (HBCA RG 20/4/107) An excellent discussion of the 
problems of distance in the Henday journals cm be fond in Belyea, "Wesi," 10, 15-1 7. 

%z Victor G. Hqwood, Txp10119~ by Land to 1860" in Car1 F. Klinck (gm d), Liremy History of Canada: 
Canudian Litemfurt in English floronto: Univers@ of Toronto b, 1 96S), 25. In 1 994, this author canoed 
fiam Rocky Matnrtain House to Edmmton on tbc North Saskatchewan River, and attempted to keep a W y  journal 
according to Isham's instructions. It was unexpectedly dif6cult to sit down at the end of the day, squhting in the 
light of burning dnftwood (which does not büni very brightiy), surmunded by campmates hnishing supper or 
prepachg to bed down k t h e  ni&& listaLing to owb or crickets or coyotes in the distance, ûying to remember let 
aione write down cven W o f  what bppened that day, to go cven further and try to digest it ail and put it into 
context is next to imposs~ile. 



CONCLUSION 

Ian MacLaren, English professor and weekend adventurer, has reflected that field notes 

are "an apt name for what anyone can muster in the wildemess," because the very nature of the 

wiiderness experience imposes contingencies on both the muid and the body, and thus conditions 

narration in very important ways. MacLaren spoke of the "sheer exhilaration of living out of 

doors and out of civiiization," and there is no reason to expea that a product of early industrial 

Britain (like Henday) would not have experienced quite a similar exhilaration.' Mundane matters 

such as spelling, sentence structure, style, and even the logical progression of ideas becorne not 

oniy insignxficant but hadequate. On a canoe trip north of Great Bear Lake, MacLaren was 

attacked by a bear, an expenence to which Henday would have related di too easily. MacLarents 

field note, however, "splutters with details, and alarms me now as not at al1 a full rendering of the 

events and emotions of the moment." The luxury of recollection in tranquility permitted the aory 

to become recognizable as a tale, but "writing did not seem capable of r e g i s t e ~ g  the e ~ e n t . " ~  

Henday probably had little previous literaq expenence to assis him in registering the 

events of his journey. It shouid corne as no surprise that so many details appear in Isham's 

commentary which are absent in the journal itself. A de-briefïng m u s  have been necessq to help 

Henday express the nature and extent of his experiences, and even then it mua  have been a 

suuggie. Wilderness and language, MacLaren wrote, often have Iittle to do with one another. 

the one ... ceaselessly in a flux of infinite variety, the other making possible naming, 
categorkhg, and the ascnption of identity and status, in short, the comprehension 

3hcLseq  3. A personal pardel cornes to mind concerning a close cd on a set of rapids at a particularly 
dangerous Scurvt on the North Saskatchewan River. the tale rcmained incohuent to one who had not been there 
mtil weeks d e r  the ment, but e w n  then words çeemed poiatless, inappropriate, almost ridiculous. 



and control of that flux. Wdderness c e r t d y  does not need language, and, while 
immersed in the flujr of the wildemess, individuds.. .dont need/canft usehave no 
use for written or even spoken language. Once outside it, we resort to language to 
nomalize our experience ofit, to cornmuRicate it to a world of readers who know 
what wilderness is, recognite it as a linguistic and visuai construct, and expect to 
fit another version of it into what they already know by means they afready 
recognize. ' 

It is in this process of normaiization that die essentidy gichotomous nature of exploration 

joumals is reveded. The exploration narrative, simple though it may be, is at once purposefil, 

direct and immediate, yet moving into the redm of archetypes: the quea, self-preservation, 

dienation, and the search for identifi~ation.~ In Henday's case, there is the quest for the 

Earchithinue, to see "the Farthest end of ail Their Country,"' and to return to York in the sprhg 

with a flotilla of canoes; there is the stmggle for s u ~ v a l ,  against food shortage, iiiness, and the 

implacable subarctic winter; there is the dienation of being separated nom the familiar relative 

safety of York Factory and thmst into a mange new world; and there is the establishment of a 

new home in the wildemess, the formation of a family or winter hunting group, in which Henday 

can find security and fkiendship. Herein Lies the real nature of exploration. 

It is not jus that there could be no reai discovery of North America until there was a 

written record of that discovery4 It is that exploration consias of so much more than merely 

'MacLaren, 4. 

tHodgsm, "Initiation and Quest," 40. 

'HBCA A. ll/ll4, fo. 180d, Henday to ishm., 9 JuIy 1754. 

'ûreedield, 189-90. 



walking across a continent. As Australian historian Paul Carter observed, it is entirely possible to 

explore without discoverhg anything.' 

For, while discovery rests on the assumption of a world of faas waiting to be 
found, collected and classified, a world in which the neutral observer is not 
implicated, exploration lays stress on the observer's active engagement with his 
enwonment .... Despite the tendency of moa historians to regard the t e m  as 
virtually interchangeable, the plûasures of discovery and exploration rest on utterly 
opposed theoretical assurnptions. The delight . . .in discovery was sumational, a 
matter of adding up discrete expenences .... To be an explorer was to inhabit a 
world of potential objects with which one c h e d  on an imaginary dialogue.' 

Author and playwright AA Milne put it another way. One day, Winnie-the-Pooh was singing a 

Song when his fiiend Rabbit happened dong. 

"Did you make that Song up?" 
"Weli, 1 sort of made it up," said Pooh. "It isn't Brain," he went on 

humbly, b'because You Know #y, Rabbit; but it cornes to me sometimes." 
"Ah!" said Rabbit, who never let things corne to him, but always went and 

fetched them.3 

Anthony Henday, then, was an explorer and not a discoverer, a Pooh and not a Rabbit. Explorers 

opened themselves to a whole range of experiences which could not be rendered into a simple 

narrative of discovery. They allowed themselves to be subtly naturalized, entering into what 

Maurice Hodgson called a "psychological captivity"': in this respect, all great exploration 

narratives are in essence captivity narratives. 

'Paul Carter, The Road to Botany Bay: An Erplorarion of Lundscape and Hhtoty (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1987), 26. 

'Carter, 25. 

'A.A. Milne, The Houe at Pooh Conter (New York: DeU, 1 %6), 83. 

'Maraice Hodgsm, "The E x p l d o n  JaimaI as Litaatlae" The Beaver 298 (Wrnter 1967). 9,10,12; Hodgsni. 
"Initiation and Quest," 36. 
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in this respect also, Henday's humble background may have been his greatest asset. His 

only trepidation which found its way ont0 paper concerned another group of Europeans, the 

French: once past them, he entered M y  into his experience, describing native He without 

condescension, and speaking of the Earchithinue with genuine awe and respect.' Henday spoke 

of a famüy, and was spoken of as a icind of trading captain. He quietiy followed his guide, 

Attickasish, naively refushg to conform to the conventional image of the explorer as aggressive 

and independent. Rather than mastering the untarned lands through which he passed, he became 

in a sense part of the landscape itself, part of the natural cycle of the seasons, of Nght and day, of 

feast and famine.* One suspects that only his daily journal entnes enabled Henday to keep track 

of tirne in the European sense. 

Henday probably did not see himseif as an explorer, or as any kind of agent of European 

imperialism, certainly not in the same way as men like Alexander M a c k e ~ e .  Whereas even less 

conquering heroes performed some kind of imperialistic ad, such as Henry Kelsey naming 

Derings Point or Samuel Heame taking possession of the Arctic Coast for Bntain, the most 

Henday did was raise the flag on St. George's Day, and that is not even mentioned in Journal A. 

By and large, he used Cree place names, and where he does seem to have applied his own place 

narnes, they are not very imperialistic: St Catherine's W (afler a hill on the Isle of Wight), 

Shenap Plain, Connawapa Creek.' 

'B. 239/a/40, fos. 12,104 13. For an excellent discussion of the sign.%cance of the act of naming, see Paul 
Carter, particulariy the introduction and h t  chapter. 
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Journal 4 then, represents Henday's first look at the wilderness. Stiil weighted d o m  by 

the cultural baggage of his metropohtan upbringing, and fiirther hampered by an uditerq nature, 

it was Henday's misfomuie to have had an experience, or rather to have developed an inventory of 

expenence, which he was largely incapable of cornmunicating. That he was able, at least to some 

extent, to process or digest Bis experiences, seems ciear from the amount of information 

appearing in Isham's commentary. What lsharn got out o f  Henday, though, has been distilled 

through Isham, just as the later versions of the journal have been distilled through Andrew 

Graham. Somewhere beneath dl of this is the "real" Anthony Henday, lost to posterity not 

because posterity was uninterested, but because Henday did not know what to Say -- if. indeed, 

there was anything that could be said. Perhaps, Like MacLaren and like this author on their 

travels, he found words hadequate even more than he found them difficult. 
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A Copie of orders and Instructions to Anthy: Hendey, 
upon a Joumey in Land, 

Dated att York Fort, June 26 1754 
W C A  A. 1 111 14,  OS. 172-174dl 

Having intirnated to the Hudsons Bay Company 1752: that in my opinion it 
was Requesit, and wou'd be to their Interesf if a proper person was sent up the 
Country, by wch Such a person might Enlarge and Encrease the Said company's trade 
&: with unknown 1nds:- It is therefore the company's will and pleasure answerable 
to their general Letter 1753. that that [sic] I do forward the same. and as 1 chuse you 
as a proper person for such an untertaking: and besides being willing your self, 1 
therefore or der that you be very punchid in observing the following Instructions. 

[llst Having procured a tnisty home Indian, Comawapa by Name, for your Cornpanion; 
you are to proceed with him wiîh the Captn or Leading Indian who is now at the fort, 
Attickasish by name, and is to sett out tornorrow the 26 Day of Junel having given 
him Encouragernt and Promisd hirn M e r  Encouragement, provisor he faithfitlly 
Discharges the trust imposd on him; that is to See you Safe to his Country; that is to 
Say,- the Keiskachewaq Miuheepee, Earchithinue, Esinepoet, or any other country 
Indians, that we have not as yet an. traffick with; and that by your presence, and with 
your Assistance, he Exhorts the Natives to come to yoy that you may converse with 
them, making them presents, perswading them as much as in you Lyes, to be at peace, 
and not to Wan, one against another; but to hunt and gette goods, and bring them to 
the f o ~  when their is a Satient of Sundry goods, and that your gov? WU use them 
Civilly, who is beloved by all Indians that as yet Knows him by his Civil treatment to 
them; tell them 1 send you to acquaint them I want to See them, 1 love the Indians, 
and that ifthey wil  all corne the following year, you will then go along with them and 
Lead them d o m  the Ensuing Far, with many more Such promisses that occur to 
your memone &ca Espitially if you can gett a Sight of the Earchithinues, and 
persuade two or t h e  to come with you, by fàir means but by no means use force, but 
use aii you may See of Dament Nations Civilly, giWig Each Leader a small Presant, 
you havhg such with you for that purpose and above all be upon your Guard. 

You having a compass, hand Line paper &ca:&ca: along with you, therefore 
be Very Exact in Keeping a Journal of your travels and Observations Daily, obseMng 
the Course, m g  the Depth of water in the River or Lakes, when in you cannoe; and 
as you Know the Distance already a considerable way up the River, you may know 

' ~ h e  slight dkepancy in dates is presimiably an -r in copying. 

'~sham. of course. 



therefore by a Day or two at first Setting out Know how many d e s  you go in a Day 
hereafier, by which you may Compute the miles by padhg or travelling by Land ail 
the way, mind to Remark Down Everythg &at occurs to your View Daily, 
rnimioning when you corne to any River, or Lake, the narne, when you meet with any 
Natives what Nation &ca. 

3d O b m e  the Soi1 as you proceed, what trees, Herbs, &c: mentioning in your 
Journal, when and where, also take particular notice iftheir is any sort of mineral if 
you finci any Reserve some and mention the Day and month âr: and particdu 
Remark the place and Situation where you may h d  Such. 

4th Observe when you pass the rnissinnipee Country, and Draw near to the 
Earchithinue Country, whether the great Lake is a Lake or not, or whether it is an 
open Sea, as 1 have been Infonn'd by Severd it is a Sea where Ships are seen to P a s  
by; be particular in cornming at the tntth of this, which is a material Point. 

5th When you have convers'd and Seen ali the Natives you Can, then Return 
taking care to be back by the 1ûth of Augt at fiirthea if possable Sooner, as you w i U  
have Sufficiait time to travel as fir as the borders of the Earchithinue Country by the 
20th of July. 

6 1 ~  This will be Suffitient for the first time, first to Know the Situation of the 
country and Indians, then please god, we may better be able to Send the foilowing 
year for to winter and bMg Such for[e]ign Indians Down to trade, also by this 
Joumey we shall Know partly whether their is any possability of making a Setiemt a 
Considerable Distance up Nelson River, whether or no, the Indians cou'd bring 
Double the Quantity of goods to the said Setlement in one Year, to what they do at 
presant bring to the fort in one Year. 

7 1 ~  It's not unlikely but the french or wood Rumers, in hearing of your being 
amonga the Indians, may way Lay you, to prevent which, take particular Care to 
make the Indians your Ceinds, that in case they shou'd attempt Such a thing, you may 
be able to head the Indians against the said wood Runners, for your own Preservation, 
but otherwise do not offer, or Let the Indians molest the Said wood m e n ,  unless 
they are the fint transgressors as already observ'd. 

8th 1 have been Severail times informld that the Earchithinues, who are perdigious 
Numerious, and which is my View in Sendimg you to bring them to trade, has no 
Knowledge, or at Least can not padle in cannoes, ifthis be tme and you have the 
oppirtunity of seeing sorne of them, Let your Guides Show and Leam them, also 
Exhort them to pradce it that they rnay be able to padle down to the fort &ca. 

9th As you travel up Nelson River observe the track or branch the Indians parts 



out of Nelson River for to go to Churchill, or to come to York fort, and what 
Distance up Nelson River as near as you can guess what Son of a place whether 
plenty of woods or Likely for a house their &ca. 

10th Upon the contrary Side the fiench Knowing of your Comg as mentiond in the 
7th Inmuction, 1 say they may come to See you as a fieind make much and lnvite you 
to th& Senlement, if so, use them Kindly but upon no acct go with theq but Keep 
at a Distance for you Can not be too Carefbil in Regard to their fondiing, artfull and 
S keeming Disposition. 

1 lth As you proceed inland if you meet with any Indians who is Comming for the fort, 
besure [sic] to Send a note by ail Such DEerent Indians you shall meet cornming 
down, as 1 may Know is how you proceed &c:. 

12th 1 Desire you take partidar notice of ail these Instructions, pemse them ofken; 
thaî you may not faii in the Performance thereot- besure [sic] to Converse with the 
guides as m c h  as passable, that you may attain their Language, and by so Doing you 
will be better Capable to Exhort and Encourage the Natives to trade. 

13th And Lady besides these Instnictions, take aii the observations and Remarks 
that occun to your View, be i Ever so td lhg as you may imagine, yet dl Such when 
1 come to Examine it wül be a Satient Satisfbction mentioning such in Your Journal, 
and by so doing and Encouraging and Exhohg the Natives to trade you rnay Depend 
upon it the Company will Suffitiently Reward you for any Service you rnay do the 
Company by such a Joumey, Besides which you may Depend upon Encouragement 
fiom 

Your Sincere fieind and Well wisher 
James Isham 



APPENDIX B: 
Anthony Hendayys Correspondence, 

1754 
W C A  A 1111 14,  OS. 179-181dI 

To Mr James Isham Govemour in Chief of York Fort 

Dated at Desolation fall July 
The 2 1754. 

Hon: Sir 
Having an Oppertunity of Sending a iine or two by these Indians, this is to 

acqu[aint] : Y ou the River we are now in is Nothing but Falls, Rocks, and Islands, We are 
Obliged to Carry the Cannoes and things over most of them, and have been obliged so to 
do ever since we left the River that goes into the North River which is about 60 Miles 
above where we crost the Island, We are all in good health at present, for We made a 
good Dimer on the Roots of Rushes such as the Cooper use about his Casks, having 
nothing else to eat for two Days but two Jack, but we are to see a place to morrow 
Where we s h d  take them up with Our hands, Sir 1 hope Your Honour will excuse my 
Ashuriance, Sir 1 remain Your Obedient Servant, and will endeavour to Discharge the 
tmst laid on me 

Anthony Henday 

York Fort Sunday July 14: 1754 
Anthony 

1 Received Yours and am glad to hear You are all well, as we are at present, and 
hope by the Receipt of this will be got into a plentifuler Country then when You last 
Wrote, there was a French man corning to the Fort, but Iight of a Misfortune to break his 
Cannoe therefore did not Corne, but sent me a letter; Monsiure wants a Correspondance 1 
sent hlln an Answure by the Young Captains Tnbe who says he'il be down with You and 
the Indians next Surnmer. 

By eny Indians that You see Coming for the Fort send Me a line of Your Welfare 
and a S m d  Account of your Country. 

1 have had very few hdians down, 60 Cannoes l e s  then last Year, they tell me 
there is but few, and them gone to Warr, this You will know if'Tmth, and ifyou see any 
going upon such and Errand, perswade them firom it. 

1 hope by Your means a good Success in promoteing the Companys Trade, by 
Exorting the lndians to live peaceably, and encouraging them to get goods, Espetialy 
Beaver, and above aii be sure to bring as many Cannoes of Earchithinues You can to  
Trade, of their Own F m ,  and for their Own Use. 

1 Conclude wishing You Health and Success, and am, 



Your Faitffil Friend 
And welwisher 

James Isham 

AU Friends give th& Love to You. 

To the Hon[oura]ble James Isham, Govemer in Chief at York Fort: 
Theise [?] 
~on[oure]d Sir 

Having an Oppeminity to let Your Hon know that We are got near 300 Miles up 
the Country, and the Indians last Night inform'd Me that we should see a French Factory 
in 3 Days more, and that We mua go by it, before We can go their Country 1 dont very 
well like it, having nothing to Satisfye Them on what account 1 am going up the Country, 
and Very possably they may suspect Me to be a Spy, but 1 will Face them with a good 
Countinance let it be how it d, for as 1 am gone thus F m ,  if it please Cod, Wi1 see the 
Farthest end of all Their Country, as I can if the French do not stop Me, as 1 dont doubt 
but they will be very hquisitive about it 1 shall Say nothing at al1 to them (if they cannot 
talk Enghsh) and then I will give them a Civil1 lye. We are all in good health, and Feed on 
good Moose and Swans for two Days pan it having Rain'd and blow'd hard dl  the Time 1 
wish Your Hons Health, and if the French should shoot me, I have nothing to lay to Your 
Hons Charge 

Sir 1 remain Your 
Dutiflll Servant 

Dated July the 9th 1754 Anthony 
in Minishco River 
Apetty Tuskey 

York Fort Sepr 4th 
1754 

Anthony Henday 
I rec'd Yours of July the 9th: and hope theese will come d e ,  and find You 

in good heaith, as we a l l  are at present Captain Spurrel of the Prince Rupert is now with 
us, which I doubt not but wiil be pleasing to the Indians to hear. You seem fearfùl of 
passing the French Foilow Your Instructions in such a Case, 1 do not Imagine they will 
Intercept You I am tould Bob: has seen the French who Used Kun weU, 1 hope health and 
success wiU attend Yoy be sure to Keep in Friendship with Attickoshiss 1 have sent You a 
Roll of Tobacco, and a Quire of Paper by the Bearer, You say You live on Moose and 
Swans, an Earchithinue that is Hear, tells me there is Wild Goat [,] Nutts[,] Apples &c in 
their Country, 1 desire You will be particular in Your Journal, 1 wish You h d t h ,  and hope 



to see You at the head of many Earchithinues, and foreign Indians, next Summer, from 
Your loving 

Friend and Servt: 
James Isham 



"Gave for Joumeys att Times and Sent by Anthy Hendey 
to present to foreign Indians, &c." 

[B. 239/d/44, fo. 131 

Files 
Guns, Long 
Powder 
Shot, Bristol 

Low East India 
Tobacco, Brad  

Roll 
Steels 
Awles 
Needles, Quilting 
Paint [vermillion] 
Beads, China, Red & White 

Black barley corn 
White 
Large round white 
SrnaIl do. 
Blew do. 

Feathers 
Knives, Jack 

Large Roach 
Brandy 
Blankets 
Cloth, red 
Hatchet s, Middling 
Ice Chisels, Nanow 
Hatts, Laced 

3 
3 
24 lb. 
48 lb. 
48 lb. 
26 '/? lb. 
16 lb. 
24 
64 
100 
1 !h lb. 
2 lb. 
2 lb. 
2 lb. 
6 Ib. 
3 lb. 
3 lb. 
3 lb. 
48 
48 
7 gallons 
2 
8 yds. 
4 
2 
3 
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